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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN:

When defeat comes to a major political party in this country invariably there are outcries for revolutionary changes in party structure, party leadership and party policies.

The Republican defeat of

1964 has produced these manifestations of uncertainty, unrest and uneasines3.

Many suggestions, both formal and informal, for action pour

from numerous sources.
We, the members of the Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership,
are fully cognizant of the situation.

There is no doubt in our minds

that action is indicated and We are taking it.

In our conversations

since the November defeat we have discussed, among ourselves and with
other recognized party leaders, numerous paths that might be followed.
Always, certain basic facts have emerged:
First, that the only elected Republican officials of the Federal
Establishment are the 32 Republican membersof the United States Senate and the 140 members of the House of Representatives. Obviously
and beyond dispute, thay will guide Republican Pa~ty policy at the
national level, in the absence of a Republican President and Vice
President, by the record they write in the Congress. It is their
responsibility.
Second, that an additional repository of advice and counsel on
party policy exists in former Presidents and nominees for President,
in our present elected Governors, in the members of the Republican
National Committee and the State Chairmen of our several states, and,
of course, in active Republican advocates at all other levels of the
party structure. Their wisdom must be channeled into party policy
formulation.
In the conviction that the Republican Party for a century has
been and is an essential element in this nation's forward progress,
and with the firm belief that all Republicans mu.st join the effort,
we, the members of the Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership, have
on this day initiated a proposed mechanism to achieve a broad consensus on vital objectives for our country and our party. It is an honor
to introdqce my colleague, the new Republican Leader of the House,
Jerry Ford, tn pr·ovide the details of the proposal.
(Ford statement - page 2)
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We propose to give the Republican Party a unified leadership.
As a chart we are making public will show, we are inviting the five
living Republican nominees for President -- one of whom, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, served two terms in that office -- and representatives
of the Republican Governors Association to join with us in the establishment of a Republican Coordinating Committee to continuously
examine party policy and party operations.

Republican Leadership, the Republican National Chairman, Mr. Dean
"• I

Burch, to serve as Presiding and Administrative Officer of

th~

new

Republican Coordinating Committee, and through the Republican NatioDal Committee to provide such staff assistance and funds as may be
necessary.

As Mr. Burch, himself, suggested,we regard this role an

implicit responsibility for him or whoever may occupy his office in
the future.
It will be the function of the Republican Coordinating C.ommittee,
composed of the eleven members of the Joint Senate-Hous_e Republican.
Leadership, the five living Republican nominees for President, and.
five representatives of the Republican Governors Association to
facilitate the broadest party representation and the establishment of
task forces for the study and examination of major national
and issues.

p~oblems

The recruiting sources ·for these task forces, which would

report to the Jpint Leadership, are clearly delineated on the

orgari~~

zation chart which we are making public.
For the Joint Leadership, I have been asked to add these two
pertinent points: ·First, the Republican National Chairman
requested to immediately i-nvite the other

ha~

participant~t:o·join

been

for·rning the Republican Coordinating Committee. ·Second,· we a·re convinced that the Republican Party is not only a great force in the
American way of life, but it is the only living political instrument
which can make the American Dream a reality, not a mere collection·
of words and promises.
achieve them.

..

us in

Our only goal is results and we int~nd to

r-I
I
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QUESTIONS AND ANSl!JERS ON GOP COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Q.
A.

Does the establishment of the Republican Coordinating Committee
mean that the Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership is surrendering its role as a policy-making body?
No, policy formulation, when the Party does not occupy the b!hi te
House, still resides in Republican members of the United States
Senate and House of Representatives and their elected leaders,
but the Coordinating Committee will provide a communications center for the exchange of ideas on policy with other important
party leaders and elected officials; also the establishment of
task forces will be an implementing feature.

Q.
A.

Who will appoint the task forces?
The Republican National Chairman as the Presiding Officer of the
Coordinating Committee will appoint the task forces with the advice of the Joint Leadership and, when appropriate, in consultation with the former Presidential nominees and representatives of
the Governors Association. In all cases the Presiding Officer
will circulate his lists of task force appointees in advance to
all the participating members of the Coordinating Committee.

Q.

Who will direct the staff operation which will assist both the Coordinating Committee and the task forces?
The Presiding Officer will designate a Staff Coordinator, presumably from the staff of the Republican National Committee. It
will be the Staff Coordinator's responsibility to assemble volunteer research help from the sources indicated on the chart.

A.

Q,
A.

Q.

What about representation on the task forces for organized groups
representing agriculture, labor, veterans, etc., etc.?
It is the hope of the Coordinating Committee the task forces will
have help from all the major organizations in our society and such
help will be sought.

A.

How often will the Coordinating Committee meet and when will the
first meeting be?
The date of the first meeting will be fixed to suit the convenience of the maximum number of the Committee's members. This will
be explored by the Presiding Officer. The continuity of Committee
meetings will be established at the first session.

Q.
A.

How will the Coordinating Committee be financed?
By the Republican National Committee.

Q.
A.

Has this type of committee ever been set up before?
As near as can be determined neither major political party has
ever attempted to establish a coordinating body such as the Republican Coordinating Committee. It is an innovation.
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It is undoubtedly difficult for the Communist capitals of Moscow, Peking and Hanoi -- where disagrement is not tolerated

to

understand that because Americans may differ on means to assure the
complete independence of South Vietnam, there is no difference among
us on the objective.
We, the members of the Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership,
want to make it clear we support President Jqhnson's recent order for
strikes against Co~munist supply bases in North Vietnam.
a~y

If we have

difference with the President ln this respect, it lS the belief

these measure might have been used more frequently since the Bay of
Tonkin decision last August and an even stronger policy formulated
in the meantime.
These Communist-proclaimed

11

vmrs of liberation" are nothing more

than a verbal cover for naked aggression.

The Communists unmask this

af;Sgression when they "stage" mob demonstrations against American embassies as Free World resistance to their terrorist tactics ln an
independent nation is stepped up.
We suggest that ao long as there is Communist-promoted infiltration of South Vietnam in violation of the 1954 and 1962 Geneva agreements, there can be no negotiations on the Vietnamese question, and
we urge the President to make this unmistakably clear to the world.
Agreements can only fail when the Communists negotiate only for domination and we negotiate only for peace.
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IMME~•~mitte11

STATEMENT ~ SENATOR DIRKSEN:

In ~s past, the members of the Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership
have expressed support for a stiffened American military position in South Vietnam.
At the very time we spoke, the Soviet and Red Chinese regimes were warning the ·
United States against such action and promising the North Vietnamese increased military assistance.

In many nations throughout the world, Communist agents were or-

ganizing riots and demonstrations against American diplomatic establishments in an
all- out propaganda drive against the Un1ted States.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk has stated, as American policy, that there can
be no negotiations on the Vietnamese issue so long as the Communist nations promote aggression against South Vietnam.

We believe this a worthy policy.

In fact,

we advocated it.
We suggest that logic would have the United States carry this policy one step
farther.
The Soviet Union has been espousing a policy of "peaceful co-existence." This
policy was welcaned by the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations and numerous moves
were made to demonstrate American readiness to respond, particularly in the fields
of trade, communications, and diplomatic relations.
Yet the fact remains that the Soviet Union and the other Communist nations
have not diminished, but stepped up, their promotion of subversion in the neutral
and free-world countries.

South Vietnam is only the most glaring example.

The

continued supplying of Cuba, the subversion in South America, notably Venezuela,
and in Africa, notably the Congo, and the ceaseless a.gi ta.tion throughout Southeast
Asia, are typical.
The o~ thing peaceful about "peace:f'ul co-existence" is the title.

In any

relaxed relations, it is the United States that is supposed to do the relaxing.
Communist nations continuously outrage the rights of other nations.

The

Too long, have

we heard the trumpet of retreat from those who seem to favor another Munich.
If we are not going to negotiate the Vietnamese question until the aggression
against South Vietnam ceases, an equally necessary step would be to stop entertaining the overtures of the Communist nations for broader trade and diplomatic rela•
tiona and to intensify our efforts to persuade our friends abroad to do the same 1
until the Communists have demonstrated their good faith in areas where not only
freedcm but life and d.e~~~2!tJ·§t~tol-CApitol 4-3121 - Ex 3700
STAFF CONSULTANT: Robert Humphreys
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During the past three years the Soviet Union and other Communist nations
have, under the so-called 11 peaceful co-existence" policy, made measurable gains in
trade and diplomatic concessions from the United States while offering little in
return.

Here are same examples:

An agreement has been initialed for the establishment of a New York-Moscow
air route which the Soviet Union has long sought.

An American-Soviet treaty has been negotiated, which now awaits Soviet
approval, that would give the Soviets consular offices they want in New York,
Chicago, and San Francisco in exchange for similar American consulates in Russia
which would avail us little and only give the Ccamnunists more targets f'or mob violence.
Having purchased
American taxpayer paid

$140 million worth of badly-needed u.s. wheat on which the
$44 million in subsidies so the Soviet could bity it far

below our domestic price, Russia. has now bought

~11

million in sqybeans which the

New York Times speculated might be going to Cuba. ..
In response to Ccamnunist bloc overtures for expanded trade, President Johnson
has named a committee to explore stepped-up sales, and the Commerce Department's
issuance of export licenses for sales to Communist nations has been increasing
steadily.
Even more significant, our government last month backed down completely on
its widely-publicized call for the Soviet Union to pay up its assessments to the
United Nations, and then compounded this loss of' face by lifting a three-month
freeze on voluntary contributions to the U.N. out of' the

u.s.

Treasury.

From a standpoint of' bargaining, we constantly give much and get little or
nothing in deals with the Communist nations.

We, the members of' the Joint Senate-

House Rep-u.blican Leadership, urge a "no concession-no dea.l 11 policy, meaning t:O.a.t
the Communists must be reaqy to make concessions as the price of agreements with
the United States.

Until we and our allies arrive at such a pol:f.cy, we can only

expect more Koreas and Vietnams and an ever-widening circle of Communist sub¥ersion
around

~:he

eart.h.
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN:

In days past, the members of the Joint Senate-House Republican
Leadership have expressed support for a stiffened American military
position in South Vietnam.

At the very time we spoke, the Soviet and

Red Chinese regimes were warning the United States against such action
and promising the North Vietnaffiese increased military assistance.

Ip

many nations throughout the world, Cowmunist agents were organizing
riots and demonstrations against American diploffiatic establishments in
an all-out propaganda drive against the United States.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk has stated, as American policy, that
there can be no negotiations on the Vietnamese issue so long as the
Communist nations promote aggression against South Vietnam. We believe
this a worthy policy. In fact, we advocated it.
We suggest that logic would have the United States carry this
policy one step farther.
The Soviet Union has been espousing a policy of "peaceful coexistence." This policy was welcomed by the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations and numerous moves were made to demonstrate American
readiness to respond, particularly in the fields of trade, communications and diplomatic relations.
Yet the fact reffiains that the Soviet Union and the other Corr,munist
nations have not diminished, but stepped up, their promotion of subversion in the neutral and free-world countries. South Vietnam is
only the most glaring example. The continued supplying of Cuba, the
subversion 1n South America, notably Venezuela, and in Africa, notabl~
the Congo, and the ceaseless agitation throughout Southeast Asia,are typical.
The only thing peaceful about "peaceful co-existence" is the
title. In any relaxed.relations, it is the United States that is
supposed to do the relaxing. The Communist nations continuously outrage the rights of other nations. Too long have we heard the trumpet
of retreat frrm those who seem to favor another Munich.
If we are not going to negotiate the Vietnamese question until
the aggression against South Vietnam ceases, an equally necessary step
v1ould be to stop entertaining the overtures of the Communist nations
for broader trade and diplomatic relations and to intensify our efforts to persuade our friends abroad to do the same, until the Communists have demonstrated their good faith in areas where not only freedom but life and death are at stake.
(Ford statement - page 2)
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-CApitol 4-3121 - Ex 3700
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During the past three years the Soviet Unicn and other Communist
nations have, under the so-called "peaceful co-existence" policy,
made measurable gains in trade and diplomatic concessions from the
United States while offering little in return.

Here are some examples:

An agreement has been initialed for the establishment of a New
York-I~loscow

air route which the Soviet Unirm has long sought.

An American-Soviet treaty has been negotiated, which n0w awaits

Senate approval, that would give the Soviets consular offices th~y
want in New York, Chicago and San Francisco in exchange for similar
American consulates in Russia which would avail us little and only
giv~

the Communists more targets for mob violence.
Having purchase1 $140 million worth of badly-needed

u.s.

wheat

on which the American taxpayer paid $44 million in subsidies so the
Soviets could huy it far below our domestic price, Russia has now
t,ought $11 million in soybeans \'thich the New York Times speculated
might be going to Cuba.
· In response

t(Y

Corflmunist bloc overtures for expanded trade,

President Johnson has named a committee to explore stepped-up sales,·
and the C0mmerce Department 1 s issuance of export licenses for sales to
Communist nations has been increasing steadily .•
Even more signfficant, our government last month backed down completely on its widely-publicized call for the Soviet Union to pay up
its assessments to the United Nations, and then compounded this loss
of face by lifting a three-month freeze on voluntary contributions to
the U.N. out of the

u.s.

Treasury.

From a standpoint of bargaining, we constantly give much and get
little or nothing in deals with the Communist nations.

we, the members

of tte Joint Senate-House Rep'.lblican Leadership, urge a "no concessionno deal 11 policy, mert.ning that the Communists must be ready to make
concessions as the price of agr·eements with the Ur"ited States.

Until

we and our allies arrive at such a policy, vJe can only expec:t more
Koreas and Vietnams anrl an ever-widening circle of' Corr.munist subversion around the earth.
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
STATEMENT BY REP. FORD:
In a series of messageato Congress that are almost encyclopedic
in the listing of problems purportedly to be solved by the Federal
government, President Johnson proposes enactment of laws and the
appropriation of funds th..at vrill place the Federal foot in the door
of every important function now reserved to the states and local
corr.rr.uni ties.
The formula is ingenious.

The future needs of every local com-·

munity for the next 10 to 20 years are fed, computer-like, into the
Federal maw to arrive at a gigantic nationwide figure calculated to
stagger the imagination and reduct the citizen to a feeling of utter
helplessness.

The heroic answer is of course the one now being set

forth almost daily by the

Jo~nson

Administration:

Only the Federal

gover·nment can handle the problem.
Had our founding fathers examined the problems confronting them
on the same basis, t~~s country probably would have remained a
British colony with the Crown handling everything. The fact that the
states and local corr~unities have been meeting these problems in their
relatively sirr1ple locales for nearly two centuries of unequaled pro:-"' ._.
greea: .is ·ignored.
Federalized schools, text books, and teachers, Federalized zoning
building codes, health centers, and transportation, Federalized
libraries, laboratories, auditoriums and theaters -- all these and
much more al'E nov1 in prospect for our states and local comrr1uni ties.
In time our state and local govel'r,rrterJ.ts can only be reduced to rcsi deed..
agents for the huge central authority in Washington.
Perhaps the A~erican people want to abandon a proven system that
has worked as no other on earth. We do not believe it. The Johnson
program has been so disguised by platitudes and Madison Avenue adjectives that its real aim has not been recognized. We are told we are
approaching the "Great Society,n
We deem it our obligation to provide our citizens with full
knowledge of the direction in which their Fe~eral administration is
heading our nation. The end of this road is complete Feileral control.
(Dlrl'.sen statE:rr:ent - pg. 2)
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-CApitol 4-3121 - Ex 3700
STAFF CONSULTANT: Robert Humphreys
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The unveiling of President Johnson's

11

Great Society" makes it

starkly clear that th~ Federal government has only begun to grow in
size, power and cost.
The central thesis of the "Great Society' is that bigger and bigger gnvernrr.ent means better and better health, retter and better
education, better and better transportation and better and better
environrte:'lt.

It resembles political "perpetual rr.otion."

How "tig is big governrr_ent today?

The answer is:

It 1 s enormous.

Here are some samples of the combined impact of Federal, state
and local governrr.ents:

Taxes and other government levies now consurr.e

35 percent of total national income,

One out of every six workers in

the United States is a government employee.

One out of every five

dollars spent in the United States for goods and services is spent by
government.

Cne dollar out of every frmr dollars and a half of

per::vmal ir. . ('orr.e in the United States is accounted for by direct governrr,ent payrr.ents.
The irr.pact of the Ferieral governrtent alone is startling:

Federal

aid to State and local governrr.ents has risen frorr. $3.8 billion in

1956 to $13.6 billion for 1966 -- an increase of nearly 260 percent~
Federal funds r. ow amount to 14 J;ercent of total state-local revenue.
These figures give some idea of the size of government today,
Right nov-1 the Federal government has more civilian err.ployees in 30 of
the 50 states than do state

gover~ents

themselves, including the five

biggest in the Union -- California, Hew York, Pennsylvania, Illinois
and Chio.
To all this we are now going t·o add President Johnson 1 s "Great
.,

Society."

There is no conceivable way to estimate its future cost.

The sky's the limit.
The President has already told us that balancing the budget
11

too quickly" can be "self-defeating."

Thus the Congress and the

nation have been puton notice that the "Great Society 11 will be
financed by ever-increasing Federal deficits and, although not
predicted by the President, these deficits could break all records,
wartime or peacetime, if the ''Great Society;· expands as projected.
It is time ail Americans took a look at the hard facts.
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN:
From the time the President announced to Congressional leaders
that he had sent forces into the Dominican Republic to protect lives
and to thwart the danger of a Communist take-over in that country,
the Republicans in the Congress have given him their support.
Support of the President's action in the circumstances does not,
however, imply blanket approval of Administration policy toward
Latin America.
The Administration has been slow to recognize danger signals in
Latin America.

It has permitted problems to grow to crisis propor-

tions before acting.

It has been reluctant to provide leadership to

make the Organization of American States an effective agency for the
defense and development of the Western Hemisphere.
Even now, in its reaction to events in the Dominican Republic,
the Administration is not manifesting awareness of the extent and the
danger of Castro - exported Communist subversion in at least half a
dozen other American nations. In the past three years, many thousand citizens of other Latin American countries have received paramilitary and ideological training in Cuba and have been sent home to
carry on subversion, terrorism, and guerrilla warfare in Central and
South America. Since the end of November 1964, there has been renewed emphasis by Cuba on the use of violence to ·attain political
power, particularly in Venezuela, Colombia, and Guatemala. In
Guatemala, the activities of 500 terrorists and guerrillas led to
the establishment of a state or siege in February of this year. Haiti,
Pan:lma, Paraguay, El Salvador, and Honduras areall announced targets
0f Communist violence.
It is regrettable that the Administration did not move to head
off the new outbreak of subversion and violence·when it was planned
at the Havana meeting of Latin American Communist leaders in November,
1964.
.
Clearly there is need now for vigorous and effective action by
the Organization of American States and by the individual American
nations to put an end to the current Castro offensive.
We urge the Administration to present such a plan of action to
the O.A.S. before the tragic drama of the Dominican Republic is replayed in other La tin American nations.
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Today is the 63rd anniversary of Cuban independence.

On May 20,

1902, Cuba assumed the status of an independent Republic with the
inauguration of its first president.
On this anniversary, we call f'r the reestablishment of Cuba's
independence.

Since late 1960 the present government of Cuba has been

a military, economic, and political vassal of the Soviet Union.

Today

thousands of foreign Communist military personnel remain on Cuban soil.
Cuba's rulers continue to serve the purposes of an alien system by
carrying on a campaign of terrorism, sabotage, subversion, and sporad:ic warfare against their

~eighbors,

disturbing the peace of the hemi-

sphere and threatening the security of all American nations.
The policy objective of the present administration toward the
Communist government of Cuba has been ambiguous.

At tirr.es it has

been described as "to get rid of the Castro regime.and of Soviet Communist influence in Cuba."
on September 30, 1962.

So Mr. Johnson declared at M1.dland, Texas,

At other times it has been described as "to

insolate Cuba ••• to frustrate

1~s

efforts to destroy free governments

and to expose the weakness of Communism so that all can see."

So it

was formulated by President Johnson on April 20, 1964.
The melancholy events in the Dominican Republic are a forceful
reminder that neither objective has been attained.

Cuba has not been

isolated, nor is it rid of Castro and Soviet Communist influence.
Cuba is the breeding ground for Communist subversion throughout this
hemisphere.
President Johnson's recent statement that we "cannot permit the
establishment of another Communist government in the Western Hemi
sphere" clouds the purposes of Administration policy toward Cuba.still
further.
The Administration should fix clearly so that all can see the
objective of its policy toward Cuba.

The is:\.,lation of the Castro

r·egime and the prevention of the export of Communism from Cuba should
be pursued more vigorously as an immediate policy objective.

But the

ultimate objective can be nothing less than the elimination of the
Communist government of' Cuba and the restoration of independence under
a government freely chosen by the Cuban people.
This

~bjective

is dictated by policies subscribed to by all· the
(More)

Rep. Ford (Continued)
nations of the hemisphere at Caracas in 1954.

The Caracas Declaration

stated, " ••• the domination or control of the political institutions of
any American State by the international communist movement, extending
to this Hemisphere the political pyste~·of an extracontinental power,
would constitute a threat to the sovereignty and political independence
of the American States, endangering the peace of America ••• "
In compliance with this doctrine, President Eisenhower said on
July 9, 1960, " ••• Nor will the United States in confc~mity with its
trcatyobligations, permit the establishment of a regime dominated by
international Communism in the Western Hemisphere."
lC

is time to reaffirm this as our national purpose and the

purpose of

~he

other American nations.
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--It' is. now clear. that the United States has lest its fight to keep Article 19 of
...

---·

-~

.

the United Nations Charter alive.

The fight was waged with neither skill nor

vigor.
No sophistry can mask the fact that the United Nations has been weakened and
that the present Administration

h~s

suffered a serious defeat.

Article 19 prescribes the penalty of loss of voting rights in the General
Assembly

~or

any Member nation in arrears by two years or more in thepayment of its

contributions to the United Nations.
A decision of the World Court in 1962 1 ratified overwhelmingly by the General
Assembly, _removed any doubt that the Soviet Union and some other nations are now
subject to the penalty of Article 19.
The Administration at first loudly announced its intention to insist on the
application of Article 19.

It even threatened to withhold its contributions for

same U.N. activities if the Soviet Union failed to pay up.
Beeause of the· issue raised by Article 19, the last session of the General· · '·
Assembly was a tragic farce with no voting at all until February 18.

In effect,

the delinquent members of the United Nations deprived the nations that had lived
up to their

obli~tions

(including the United States) of their right to vote.

On ~ebruary 181 a vote was taken.

The acquiescence of the representative of

the United States in that action constituted an abandonment of the position which
he had taken until that time.
expo~ed

On that day the position of the Administrationwes

as a bluff, and a staggering blow was dealt to the structure of the United

Nations.
We regret the backdown of last February.

Further action to make Article' ·19 a

dead letter will further weaken the United Nations.
Until the nations that are in arrears in their payments to the United Nations,·
manifest interest in preserving the international organization by moving to make
up their deficit, the United States should make no voluntary additional contrib~
tion. Once this nation embarks on a policy of paying the debts of other countries
to the United Nations, there will be no end to the process. It will help neither
the world organization.nor the cause of peace.
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We salute the United Nations with e. mixture of satisfaction and apprehension
on the occasion of its twentieth anniversary,
Republicans (notably the late Senator Arthur Vandenberg) helped to bring this
organization into being.

They have loyally supported its every effort to attain

the noble goals set forth in its Charter.
There is same
encouragement
in its accomplishments in keeping the peace in
.
.
certain troubled areas and there is reason

f~r

satisfaction in its social, economic,

and humanitarian activities.
Yet the United Nations today is in difficult •traits.
been used as nothing more than a
its Charter.

pr~ganda

It is bankrupt.

forum by many nations.

It has

It has violated

The General Assembly was unable to take a vote on any substantive

issue in its last session.
The survival of the Organization as an effective agency is in doubt.
To save it 1 the United States and its other leading members must move to deal
with its problems instead of permitting them to fester and grow,
One problem is posed by the separation of power and responsibility.

A two-

thirds majority of the 114 Members of the General Assembly can be put together by
nations representing 10 per cent of the population of U.N. Members and 5 per cent
of the contributions to the u•.N. budget.

Clearly, these small states cannot enforce

big decisions, and situations can easily arise in which big states will be unwilling
to follow the orders of smaller Members.
Anotherproblem is the relationship of the United Nations to regional organizations such as the Organization of American States.

In the Dominican Republic

representatives of the U.N. have in fact worked at cross purposes with the representatives of the inter-American organization.
Finally, there is the problem of finance.
tee~er~d

on the brink of bankruptcy,

The problems are formidable.

For more than 3 years, the U.N. has

At present it is $108 million in the red,

Solving them calls for determined action on the

part of the Administration,

--ooOOOoo--
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IMMEDlATE. RELEASE .

The health Of the econcley- has becdne a matter Of __ conce.rn .f:L:Ild..debate since
William McChesney Martin pOinted out s~ similarities between present conditiona
.
.
and those of 1929~ The President a.nd other Administration ·spokesmen, emphasizi~g
the bright spots in the econadc ·picture, have s~ested that ~hing wron_g in the
economy results fran fright caused by Mr. Martin's speech.
We find it hard to understand how an Acmiinistratiori that has been te.lk:l.~ constemtly of the poverty in the ·United States ean blame Mr. Martin's qualified warning for weakening confidence in the econcmic system.
· A balanced appraisal of the

perfo~ce

of the

eco~

should begin with a

recognition ot the· fact that the period since World War II has been .one of steady ·
and sustained econcmic growth.

Downturns have been few, short, and mOderate. We

should not expect only- guaranteed and sustained rises in econcmic.activity for the
tuture 1 but the attitude that ''things are so good they can't continue" is probably
too nearsighted.
Nevertheless, there are danger signals in some economic
them, to sweep them under the rug 1 or

t~_..,d.enounce

in~cators.

·To ignore

those '!ho point them out is short-

sighted.
The international financial situation is one of the most aninous clouds on the
econcmie ·horizon.

The Administration's program of "voluntary coercion" in the

balance of p&}'Jnent~ area is· based on the same principle of political expediency as .
GO

much

Of

its danestic econanic wheeling and dealinS•

In the process of institut-

ing short-run remedies, the President is following a practice of giving glib and
pat answers to serious and involved questions.

In imposing more and more controls

~er international ~rade and capital flows 1 the Administration is abandoning the

.

~rineiple of liberalized multilateral trade embodied in the Trade Expansion Act of

1~62 and supported by the. United States throughout the Eisenhower years, in the face

of aaversity encountered by almost all _Qt our tradi:Qg partners.

If this series of

shortsighted treatments for the s;ymptcms in. our balance of payments produces serious
dislocations in maJor foreign econamies, the Un11;ed States will -not remain unscath~.d.
· . . · We believe that an .Internatio!lal Monetary Conference sh9\).ld be called to deal
w.ith the basic structural shortcCIIlinss of our international monetary system.· The
problem is one which callllot be :turther neglected. ·
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Certain strategic imbalances have developed in the daneatic eeonany.
more than

*

AlthOUSh

of our labor force reemins unemployed, distinct inflAtionary pres-

aures are evident.

Indeed, we are greatly concerned about eroding price increases

in view of the employment situation.

In pa.rticula.r 1 nothing seems to succeed in

helping young labor force participants -· the teenager Jobless rate remains close
to 15%.

Yet in May 1965 the Consumer Priee Index stood e.t 109.6 of ita 1957·1959

base, which was an increase of 0.3~ for the month of May.

If the rate of increase

for April and May is maintained for the next 12 months, the Consumer Price Index
would rise 3.6%, which is inflation in anyboqy's book.

Even more important, the

Wholesale Price Index rose by 2.0% frem May 1964 to Me¥ 1965 and this index~
~ standing still from

1957 to 1964. We note that e. number of recent labor con-

tracts have provided about 4% in yearly wage increases -· substantially above the
guide lines set by the Administration.

These may well lead to cost-of-living in·

creases during 1965 and tuture years.
We are entering the sixth fiscal year of continuous deficits.

They have

averaged over 6 billion dollars e. year for the past five fiscal years.

The deficit

for fiscal 1965 is somewhat below four billion dollars 1 and this is being hailed as
e. great accomplishment.

We deplore the doctrine of "permanent fiscal irresponsibil"!

i ty" coupled with a politically pressured easy money policy • The continuous use of
11

fiscal pep pills" has serious consequences -- inflationary pressures (so hurtful
to the very poor and the elderly retired), a growing interest ebarge on the pUblic
debt, and disruption of international trade as more and more nations lose their
faith in the value of our currency.

Even more important, Democrats in Congress

have lit the tuse on an inflationary "time bomb" by rubber- stamping one expend!ture
program after another.

These extended programs give the Ad!ninistration greater

and greater carry-over authority to spend and spend ... in fact, this carry-over
unspent authorization ties the hands of Coqgress in switching to an anti-inflationt-.:ey policy.

There are definite signs that the quality of much of the debt has been deteriorThe so-called temporary public
debt oc.eiling was Just raised fran $324 to $328 billion. other debt -- of states,
loee.l govermn.ents,corporations, and individuals -- has been growing more rapidly.
For ~ple, consumer installment payments now stand at 15~ of personal income, and
~ote.l debt of the average family is a staggering 6Qf{o of its yearly earnings. Bank
credit has been expanding more quickly than in all previous expansions 1 although
sane '.recen-t changes are apparent here.
It is our view that the Administration may be in great danger of falling from
their tightrope. Clearly they are falling off on the side of inflation. It is our
view that a balanced economy is important to all. We therefore endorse the suggestion made by Senator Je.vits and Congressme.n Curtis, i.e., that the Joint Economid
Canm.ittee call hearings "at the earliest possible time" in order to explore "the
basic issues raised by Mr. Martin" and "the outlook for the economy over the next
year."
ating and that its quantity ma.y be growing too fast.
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This is an appropriate time to speak of bipartisanship in foreign policy.
Bipartisanship signifies united support by the two major parties for such
policy aims and means as are required for the security of the nation.
A bipartisan foreign policy imposes obligations on both the majority and the
minority parties.

For the majority party, it counsels. frequent consultation with

the minority as policy is formulated and access for the minority to information
needed to determine the wisdcm of policy.
For the minority party it imposes an obligation to. avoid carping about trivia.
The minority should avoid the hypocrisy of complaining
would favor if it were in the position of policy maker.

abo~t

·measures which it

No administration should

be blamed for events beyond its control.
Members of both parties must weigh all the consequences of public critic ism.
There is an obligation to demonstrate to both friend and foe that the American
people are united in

tim~

of

~g~r.

There is an obligation to avoid furnishing

grist for the propaganda mills of an enemy.
But bipartisan foreign policy has never meant a cessation of debate, of criticism, of suggestion.

Sena~,er

Arthur Vandenberg, who, more than any other public

figure in his time, personified bipartisanship, said that bipartisan foreign policy..
11

Bimply seeks national Qecurity ahead of partisan advantage."

But, he added immed-

iataly 1 "Every foreign policy must be totally debated • • • and the 'loyal opposition' is under special obligation to see that this occurs."
Debate, then, should be encouraged.

Only in the crucible of fUll and candid

debate can the nation forge a foreign policy which will lead to the ends which all
Americans seek to attain -- peace, freedom, and security. Only thus can public
unders~nding and acceptance Of foreign policy be achieved.
Bipartisanship in foreign policy demands that representatives of both parties
give each other a respectful hearing, tha~ both deal in facts, that both discuss
genuine issues, that both avoid distortion and misrepresentation.
'

'

We pray· that the national sec,uri ty decisions of the President may always be
wise. If we must disagree with any of those decisions, we shall never question his
since~d~sire for peace. We expect that responsible spokesmen for his party will
credit us with similar motives.
(Ford statement - page 2)
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Today the President is being called on to make fateful decisions.
to end the fighting in Vietnam by negotiation have been spurned.

His efforts

President Johnson

has now decided to increase substantially the commitment of American ground forces
in the theater of conflict.
As the military commitment grows, the nation must be clear about its objectives,
its responsibilities, and the consequences in Vietnam.

This objective can.only be

the establishment of conditions under which the people of South Vietnam can live in
peace, freedom, and security.
The objective can be attained only when aggression from within or without is
brought to a halt.
The establishment of a coalition
control of South Vietnam is

governme~t

incam~t~ble

with Communist participation in

with this objective.

Evacuation of American troops under an agreement to be policed by a commission
including a Communist member with veto power over commission decisions would be
incompatible with this objective.
The desire of the government and the people of the United States to negotiate
a peace in Vietnam has been established beyond question.

But a peace

w~ic~

would

turn South Vietnam over to the Communists -- immediately or after same interval -must be forthrightly rejected.
Any

doubt as to the

resolutenes~

of the United States in the pursuit of the

objective of maintaining the freedom and independence of South Vietnam that has
arisen is due to unfortunate statements of some Democrats.
Although we do not quarrel with the President in his invitation to the aggressors to negotiate without any pre-conditions, we doubt the wisdom of failing to
make it clear that the United States is not going to agree to the kind of treaty
and truce provisions that have made possible Communist take-overs in the past.
President Johnson has said that the United States will not withdraw from
Vietnam under a meaningless agreement.

We suggest that the President assure the

nation that no agreement will be made which will make a mockery of the sacrifices
already suf'fe~d by our American fighting men and the soldiers of South Vietnam.
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IMMEDIATE REIEASE

Next week the Members of the House of

Rep~esentatives

will demonstra.t·e by

their votes whether they are members or an independent
branch of government or
.. ·.......
simply yes men responding blindly to the

manipula.tio~

.

of the Executive branch.

.

The issue which the House will race :i.s fair consideration of the repeal of
Section 14(b) or the Tart-Hartley Act --'a section which-simply pr~serves to each
State sane r:f,ght to regulate labor-management relati ens.

An attempt will be made as a part of President Johnson's program to force
repeal of Section 14(b) through the House under the most stringent or gag

rul:s·

I antici:Pate a proposal that the House act on this important change of policy with
only t'Wo ~hours ·of debate and that no opport\mi ty be g1 ven to offer meaningful amendmente.
If the trou8e is not to s'acrifice ·it's· self-respect, it will vote down the
proposal that it shut its mouth, plug its' ears, close its eyes and swallow t}le
.'

Johnson Administration's prescription without adequate debate and without opportunity to vote 6n iinportant amendments.
The action expected next week is the latest manifestation of a disturbing
tendency to avoid discussion of the subject of the repeal of Se~tion 14(b) on its
merits.· ·The Administration has engaged in a cynical type of log-rolling on the
subject·.

It has sought to convince city Congressmen to vote for a bread tax

against their convictions in order to get repeal of Section 14(b) and far.m Congressmen to vote for repeal of 14(b) against their convictions in order to get a far.m
bill.
If the coalition which the Administration is ruthlessly trying to put together is successful, how can Congress be considered to act as an independent
branch ()f' government?

(Dirksen statement - page 2)
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A strange thing happened to the proposed constitutional amendment on apportiomnent of State legislatures on its we.y to the Senate floor. Disputes over the
wording of the amendment have recently arisen and produced a deadlock in the Senate
Judiciar,y Committee.
I am confident that the Senate will in time act favorably on an amendment.
Recent discussion shews the need for clarification of . the effect ' of the proposal.
'-

'

.

.

. There is universal recognition of the need for refor.m of the system or representation obtaining in most states at the time of several well-known Supreme
Court decisions.

In fact, in 1955 a presidential commission reported to President

Eisenhower that the strengthening of state governments called for adequate representation of the interest of urban areas in state. legislative bodies. ·I welcome
the refor.ms now under we.y i.n ·many states in the belief that they provide more
equiU!.ble :r;oepresentation and help to invigorate state governments.
the other band, conclude that

mechanics~

I do not on

adherence to the "one man, one vote"

principle should
be imposed on both branches of the legislature
of every state by
'·,
.
'

Federal fiat regardless of the desires of the people.

Everyone concedes that it.

is a:J_)propr1ate to require that representation in.one house of the legisla.irure of
each state be based solely on the factor of population.
The.proposedamen=ent does no more than per.mit the people of each state to
employ factors other than population as the basis of

representat~9n

in the other

house if by periodic referendum a m~~rity of the people in any state so desire.
It would not deny .a.DY minority group the opportunity to gain representation,
Presumably any system of representation contrived to discriminate against.. any, group
would be struck down by the courts as a violation of the 14th Amenement.
Experience shows that the "one man, one vote" principle ce.n be used -toeuchre minorities out of seats in legislative bodies.

This can be accomplished by;

submerging minorities in large constituencies with at-large elections, as has been
done in the State of Virginia to render less likely the election of members of
minority groups t<? the State legislature.

It ce.n be e.cccmplished by drawing dis-

trict lines so as to spread the minority population thinly over a number of district~.
The issue which the proposed amendment presents is this: Shall we allow the
to make the decision about the basis of representation in one house of their
atate legislature, or shall we impose a decision on them whether they want it or not?
~e propose to meet this issue and fight every step of the we.y to preserve our Fed~ral-State system and the historic right of the people of the several states to
determine the com~ition of one branch of their own legislature according to their
desires ..
~eople

--ooOOOoo--
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'

moat recent fisures on the cost of :living convey disheartening news.

For

the third month in a raw a substantial increase -in living costs was registered.
The increase to date in 1965 bas been
period of

f~ur times the inerease cturing the same

1964.

'. I·.::·· .

The month ot June showed the biggest increaSe in 23 months.

1iY/, freD

rose 'i?!{o. The meat 1 ·' Poultr.r1 and fish. group was up

Food prices alone

a year a&o.

'

Food store prices in the WashingtCil area bring these statistics to life,
instance 1 in one chain store since June

1964

For

the coat of smoked bam has risen freD

· 43. cents ·per pOund to 59 ~ents per pound. At ~ther ·chain store, the past thirteen
months have seen a rise in the coat ot rib steaks 'ot 22 cents per pound, while bone'

'

less chuck roast baa zocmed freD 49 cents per pound to 85 cents .'per .pound. . Pork
Chops at another chain StOre have nee,r:ey doubled in price 1 fran

69

Cents per pound

in ·June of ·1964. to today 1 s price of $1.19 per pound. The same store in the. same
period bas seen .bacon more than double. in price, fran 49 c~nts to $1.05 per pound.
.

There are signs of continued pressures affecting not

~

'

.

the price of food

but also a broad range ot camnodities and services• . Wholesale prices, following
a six-year period of stability, have risen 2 per cent in the past year.
'

~

....

On top of

.

this 1 the Iabor Department reports that in the first six months of this year the
.'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

increases granted in wage settlements have averaged 4 per cent -- well above the
Adlllin1stration's guidepost of 3.2 per cent.

And that will tend to push prices up

even more.
In spite ot thee d1iq~~ting siSris,' ·th~ press reports ~t ''AGaiilistration

spobamen • '·. '•. said they ·we~. not womed"~· the
•

t,

"..

:

.

~

.

recent
.

surge in consum.er prices."
.

These sentiments are not shared )))'· the A.merican housewife 1 the wage earner with a

~to teed, the poor, the retired,

and others who live on fixed incanes.

Perhaps the President. should be reminded of that portion of his State . ot the Union
Messase 1n which. be said,· "Our continued prosperity demands continued price stability."
.

'

The 1nflat1ona.r;y trend offsets the billions being expended in the higbly publicized war on poverty.
(Ford statement -- pege 2)
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' -

'

••.• ' • . . •·

It is now more than tour years.·. '' si¢e ..~ U,~;
0~11 ot Econanic Adv1sers set an
,.• r·.'
!:-~t

_~

!"' -r~_:,fl' _:.1-._••

unempl03IJ1ent level ot 4 per cent as .tbe "illterim goal." ot the Administration.
'' ; ·.

,';, 'l

:

It

~- \::} ··:: -~--~ ....

is now more than three years since Hubert Humphrey declared, "I predict that by
the end ot th~ ~aning calendar year·- by December 31 1 1Q62, the problem ot unempl03IJ1ent in the United States will be a. page 1n the history book • • • " The year
It has been a.

1962 .is long gone.

·l~ns):~~e~;

unempl~ent

not yet in sight. The

~c~ev~ent

and the

ot the gOBl is

rate has been stuck around
.. ' the 5 per cent

'

.

•·•• ·,;: .. ~-:

!' .

level since early 1n 1964.
In the four years since 1960 employment 1n agriculture has declined by one
• . ~••

million Jobs 1 or 17 per cent.

• . -~ . ~ .... \ :

~

~

This is more

..

. '

:· J • • .

'

de.erea.e~

double the rate of

in

fe.zm Jobs under the. previous Administre.tion.
'

..

In spite of the econanic upsurge which the nation has experienced, unemploy'

~..

ment
remdns an unsolved problem.
. .
'

Unlike past periods of upswing in econcmic

·'

~tivity,

the current

prosperi~y

..

~

:

.

~

·~.

bas not brought with it an automatic reduction .. of

the 2:'8nks ot the Jobless to tolerable levels.
The problem of unemployment is

particular~

a. problem of the young. The rate

ot Joblessness
among teenasers hovered between 15
and 17 .per cent before schools
.
.. . .
.

closed tor the sumner -- a rate

more

than three times as high as that for the

total working force.
Employment ot youth pran:tses to be a more difficult problem within the next
.. • •

..

' ~.

•

t

few years because of substantial increases in the number
~

force.

·-

• .

In 1964,

..·

-·

1 '

eJ;ltering the labor

·-·

•

:,- '

2 1 1001 000 Americans re~bed .their 18th birthdq.
.

:-

31 1001 000 will reach the
41 000 1 000 will

'

~ttain

age

.

~

This year

.

.

. ~:

ot 18, $11d on through the 1970's a:pproxlfae.te)y

•

'

.,

'

•

•

'

.

~.

•

•

•

• -

;

:

~

-,-·

'

j

this age each year~

.

Speidillg programs by the score have been offered as panaceas for unemplcyment.
They have not

at~ined

.

the Administration' s .stated goal.

We see here a reptition ot

l~SSOZ18

which should have been

le~ed .decades ago~

A Niagara ot Federal spending -· a host of Feder~ propams ·- bas never provided

a real

solution' to the probleiD, 'ot unempl~ent •

. The

A~stration

.

..

stands .indicted by its obvious. ftUJ.ure
1n
.

this critical problem.

--ooOOOoo--

~aling ~th
.

'

FOOD PRICES IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
CHAIN STORES
June 1964

CHAIN STORE A

Fryers, legs (per pound)

,!,

July 1965

.37

$ .55

Fryers, breasts (per pound)

.43

-59

Smoked hams, fully cooked (per pound)

.43

.59

Medium fresh shrimp

.69

.89

2 dozen large eggs

.91

.95

.49

.85

Fryers, whole (per pound)

.25

.39

Fryers, cut

.29

.43

Rib steaks, 7 inch cut (per pound)

.57

.79

Pork Chops (per pound)

.69

1.19

Bacon (per pound)

.49

1.05

-95

1.49

.79

1.35

«i>

CHAIN STORE B

Chuck roast, boneless

(per pound)

CHAIN STORE C

CHAIN STORE D

Porterhouse steak, USDA choice
(per pound)
Round steak (per pound)
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August 13 marks the fourth anniversary of a tragedy in American
foreign relations and a tragedy for all mankind- the erection of one of
man's most hated and degrading structures, the Berlin Wall.
is an insult to all or mankind.

It is .an

~ly

The Wall

reminder that the com-

munists cannot command the voluntary alle.giance of those trapped by
terrible circumstance within their borders.
In 1961, the communists violated the Four Power Agreement, a pledg'
among nations, and they violated man's sense of individual diversity, a
pledge among all men, when they constructed their cold cement edifice.
Now, four years afterward, the Wall has been warmed many times over by
the blood or courageous, imprisoned men who have sought escape from
mistrust, compulsion by force, and deadening conformity.
The lust for freedom or the east German people has sent unnumbered
hundreds under, through, and over the Wall in quest of this freedom.
In order to join with their families and friends in the West and escape
the tyranny or communist government, these men have matched bravery and
ingenuity against the fiendish traps and obstacles concocted by the
communists.

Many German people have died by the bullets of communist

rifles when they sought to escape.
It is a great irony that man's response to the Wall, the escape-, __
\

has become one of the most meaningful and important. actions. to all
fmore)
.
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freedom-loving men.

We feel a common bond with the stifled individuals

behind the Wall, and every free man identifies with the individuals
who are

co~elled

by conscience and blessed with the opportunity to

escape.
Tragically, as more men have escaped and more men have died, the
Wall has been fortified and enlarged with cement, wire, and explosives.
Yet one

remain~

confident that the bravery and genius of such men will.

not be defeated by a wall.

'

. •.

r '·

The return of freedom. and \ln.ity to ..~11 the German people must
remain a major objective of the foreign policy or the United States
.

until the Wall is

no

•"f

~

'

•

~.;._·

,, • _..,_

..

more~
t

~

•

.

';

.

•

·,

'

·'

;.

.h
.

\

.

. : 'j:

t ;'

:'"

:-

.·.

. ;,_

•

•

!' ~

..

'·.

•

..

~

·'·· :

.
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!
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN
If the President insists on Senate consideration of the repeal of
Section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act this year, the present session
of Congress will end not with a bang in the fall but with a whimper
when the snow falls.

Section 14(b) is the provision affirming the

right of the states to forbid compulsory unionism.
The Senate will not act speedily on this issue so basic to federalstate relations.

Several ser..tors have promised extended discussion

of the subject, and clearly the votes for cloture will not be forthcoming.
The Congress has done enough for 1965.

There is no emergency, no

crisis that requires immediate alteration of a law for which the
President once voted and Hhich he never sought to amend in tre course
of his 12 years of service in the Senate.
Undoubtedly there is room for many improvements in labor's relations with management and management's relations with labor.

If the

repeal of Section 14(b) is taken up, it is clear that members of the
Senate cannot be persuaded to refrain from offering numerous and farreaching changes in labor-management legislation.

It would be far

wiser for the Senate to turn to the task or overhauling such laws next
year after a respite from the hectic pace of the present session and
after

~onsulting

the folks back home than to attempt to ram through a

single highly controversial change this year.
There are dangers in the indiscriminate use of presidential power
to compel action from a reluctant Congress - particularly when the
President showed little interest in the legislation until relatively
late in the session.
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STATEMENT BY REP. FORD

September 9, 1965

The 89th Congress has passed several bills increasing the flow of
federal funds available for education.

It has added a,cut in excise

taxes to a red\.lction of income tax .rates in 1964.
Because of Administration opposition, the Congress has not, however, provided tax relief specifically directed toward lightening the
burden of higher education.
More than 5 million students will settle on the campuses of colleges and universities throughout the United States this month.

In

the course or the next 5 years, college enrollemnt is expected to
increase by an additional li million students.
The average cost of a year of higher education at a public institution is now $1560j it is $2370 at a private institution.
costs will continue to rise in future years.

These

It is estimated that

tuition charges will increase by 50 rer cent in both public and private institutions in the next decade.
The cost of going to college is a severe strain on the resources
of most of the 5 million students now enrolled and on their families.
Millions, who on the basis of ability deserve a college education,
are deprived of one because of the financial burden.
The Higher Education Act of 1965 will provide federal scholarships for fewer than 3 per cent of the college students immediately
and for fewer than 8 per cent eventually.

It will make borrowing to

defray educational expenses somewhat easit·r, but these provisions are
not enough.
The most effective and direct method of lightening the ?urden

~f

college expenses for·'· all is to provide for a credit which those who
are paying for higher education may take against their federal income

··.tax.
Assistance or
many years.

th~s k~nd

We shall

has been advocated by Republicans [or

cont~nue

to

f~ght

~or ~t.
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STATEMENT

-.

.!f! SENATOR DIBKSEN

Republica~s have long been engaged in a deterDdned and' effect!~ c8,mpa.ign ·to ·
broaden economic opportunity for all Americans and to reduce the numbers of'those
in' the 16west-fnc~e bra¢kets·;

four

DUring the first
....

:

·.

..

•

years of the Eisenhewer Administration' the number. of .
....

.

.

.

.....

-

,'" ' t

.

"·

.

•.

'

' f

;

.

families below the $3,000 income level '(in dollars Of constant purchasing p~er at

1962 pric~s)

WaS redu~ed

at

a rate of 400,000 a"year.

In four years since

19(;0,

the number has b~en dropping' at a rate of 250,000 a ·ye8.r.
When President Eisenhower assumed office,

Unit~d States h~d inco~es bel6W $3,000.

5 points to 23 per cent.

.

.

28 pet cent of the fWmflies of·the

Fmn- yea:rs lAter the percentage-·was down
.

In four years Of the Democratic Administrations which

succeeded Eisenhower, the figure has been reduced by 3 percentage points.
Despite the pressagent;y of the current war on poverty, progress toward the
goal of elimina.ting this evil has been slower during the past four years than it ·
was during the first term of the last Republican Administration.
The success of the ACm:l.nist~tion' s anti-poverty'efforts must be judged in
these terms.
~ ·

The crucial question is whether these efforts with thei.r vast

in-

crease in federal spending and their sizeable bureaucracy accelerate the rate of

s

reduction of ·the numbers of those 1~ the ··lowest-f!ieome brackets. Thl question
has become obscured in.a .~per blizzard. of press re~~ses fr~ the White .House and,
the Office of Econanic Opportunity which provide scme measurement of the effort of
t.h.e A&ninistr&tion but yield little .ib.formation about the results.
The public is told how m&IlY· commu:n~~:tes. there tU"e in. which federal antj..-poverty
:Programs hAve been started, ho'W many· job corps camps have been established, how
~ Viata workers have been recruited, . but it is not told how many . poor peqple .
n~ve increased their income~ and by what amounts, because of ~icipation in the
~1~poverty program.
It.is pot even told the na,mes of the disadv~aged youths
\tho Yrere given A\UI'.mer employment by the Post Otfice Department.
It is too early to pass· f1ne.l judgment on the effectiveness of the·. anti-poverty
'PT<JSram.. The evidence ava.ila.ble at present makes it appear that the program has
not yet proved itself.
(Ford statement - page 2)
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STATEMENT BY REP. FOM>

There are several glaring weaknesses in the anti-poverty program.
The Administration tlf the program is chaotic.

It is headed by a part-time

director and a top staff of teJJ11'orary· personnel· who simultaneously decided to
desert as the first skin.d.shes of the wa.r on poverty were hardly under way.

The

Office of' Economic Opportunity is top heavy 'With high salaried executives.

In

this. agency, one out ot every 18 empleyees receives a salary. in excess of' $19,000.
In ,the Defense Department, by contrast, one

o~

1,000 employees is paid more than

$19,000.

The program as administered treats elected State and local officials with cav-.
alier disdain.

'l'bough Republican protes.t in. the Congress
'

of influence in the

.

~eration

j

•

•

salvag~.d

.

some semblance
•

.··

•

..

ot the program for State governors, neither State

nor local officials have an effective voice in the program today •. This weakening

of the federal system, on top of other centralizing

program~

of the_current admin-

istration, is a dangerous trend.
Disregard of State and local governments and their elected officials has made
the tenn "war" an apt title for the poverty program.
competi~g

become a war waged by local officials and
for control

~t

In too many

plac~s

private groups_with each

federa.l funds and tor partisan and pert:tonal advantage.

treated as the spoils in this conflict.

it has
ot~er

Tbe . poor are

They dQ not participate in decisions on

what is to be done for them or to them.
Enough evidence has .come to light to raise serious doubts about the Job Corps
Instances of criminal and 1mmora.l behaviC?r

progrem,

processes for trainees
and a breakdown of discipline.
.
'•

too, as to

~he~her

'

s~est in~dequat~ se~ection
'

There is a .serious
question,
'·,
.
.
.

the training consists too much of work. that keeps youth ott the.

streets but does not nurture skills needed in the job ma:fket.
The

pov~rty

Pr&.f!tiees.

program needs basic ref'om-and a--tighte!Ung of -administrative

Whatever
benefits that can be reAlized
from this program can be
..
.
·.
'..

.

.

•'

~~~ less wast~fully by clearer definition

Of

objectives, by more careful

stru.eturing of programs, by cooperation 'With· State and
~~1.<>n ~ ~ontddera:tions

1~1

gover!lments,. and by

of partisan politica,l,a.dvantage •
.. _ ooOOOoo--

..

Press Conference:
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THE JOINT SENATE-HOUSE LEADERSHIP
Transcript of comments on John Birch Society

QUESTION:

(Not clear)

DIRKSEN: Well, Bill, let me give you my estimate of the situation.
First, and let me emphasize this with as much vigor as I can -- that the
John Birch Society is NOT a part of the Republican Party. It never was and
I don't suppose it even pretends to be.
Secondly, let me say that in the American political scheme I do not
believe there is any place or any room for any organization which operates
on a secret basis to achieve political goals. Way back in Lincoln's day, as
you remember, they had the "know Nothings" and if you asked them a question,
asked them what they stood for, the answer was: "I know nothing."
Third, let me say that it's rather curious that General Walker, who
supposedly is a member of this group, ran for office in Texas -- not on the
Republican ticket -- but on the Democrat ticket -- and got 100,000 votes.
Fourth, we have never been encumbered with any group like the Americans
for Democratic Action. Now, if you want to talk about extremism, well, you
can put your teeth into that. We do not believe in extremism, we got out a
moderate platform in 1964, and we stand by it.
And finally, let me say, that insofar as I'm familiar with what the John
Birch Society is seeking to do -- and frankly not a single piece of their
literature has ever gone across my desk. So I don't know exactly what they
do stand for. But I read in the press they're against the United Nations ••..
the Republican Party isn't; they have demeaned some of the Republican leaders
like the late John Foster Dulles, like President Eisenhower and others, and
tried to put on them an ideological tag that is at complete variance with a
whole tradition of the Republican Party. We E!~HATICALLY reject that sort of
thing and we stand on our platform, but I make it abundantly clear that they
are NOT a part of the Republican Party. They never have been -- and in my
judgment they never will be.
QUESTION:

(Not clear)

FORD: I would subscribe wholeheartedly to the observations and comments
of Senator Dirksen. I would like to point out in addition, however, that the
Republican record in the House and in the Senate on such issues as the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 -- the Voting Rights Act of 1965 -- the Republican Party
supported those two legislative proposals very substantially. And if I
understand correctly, the John Birch Society is opposed to BOTH of those laws
that are now on the statute books. The legislative record of the Republican
Party in the House and in the Senate is in substantial conflict with the views
of the John Birch Society, a monolithic organization that takes its orders
from the top and therefore there is no place for that organization in the
Republican Party.
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(Not clear)

DIRKSEN: Well, Bill, let me give you my estimate of the situation.
First, and let me emphasize this with as much vigor as I can -- that the
John Birch Society is NOT a part of the Republican Party. It never was and
I don't suppose it even pretends to be.
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of Senator Dirksen. I would like to point out in addition, however, that the
Republican record in the House and in the Senate on such issues as the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 -- the Voting Rights Act of 1965 -- the Republican Party
supported those two legislative proposals very substantially. And if I
understand correctly, the John Birch Society is opposed to BOTH of those laws
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-.ST,; ; ;'If.; ;,; TEMENT;=:;·; ,; ; : .; . ~ SENATO~ DIRKSEN:

The

~ te

wi~elY

House acted

th~

in suppressine;

prepared glorifying the 89th Congress.

:: ;:

whic~

i ~ bad

For this session of the Congress .would win

no_Oscar_, even in tbe_best supJ)orting role category.
had an echo,, not a choice.

motion picture

Fran this Congress, we have

....

A movie of the 8gtb Congress. would be like an ep;l.sode of the old-time
••

·.1 :.

• •

.

serial which e.lwa:ys ended as tbe heroine was ;pushed off a cliff or was about to be
·:··

ground up by an oncaning locanotive,. Not until you see the thrilling episode that
will be presented in th.is theater next year will you know whether 14(b) of TEl.ft..
.·.. :..t .. ·

Hartley is ground to bits under tbe Administration's loccmotive or whether the
Reapportior.m.el)..t Amendment survives ,its fall from the cliff •
. We would ca.ution those

~ho

judge the work of the session_which just wheez.ed

to a close to look, not e.t tbe quantity of the legislative product, but at its
quality.

The test should be not how much hes the Congress dcne, but how well has

it done.
ser~
Always a candid ~, the majority leader of the Senate has confesee~
·.A·:

ious

~eficiencie~

in the

legis~tion

Senator Mansfield has

enacted this year.

':

announced that the second s~seion of the 89th Congress should "s~end l~~s time on
. ::

'

• '. ~ ..~ ·n.

~

new legisla.tipu an(l. more time correcting oversiS}lts in legislation we have just
'

'

.. .

.

.

'

,~..

'

.

.• • • :. ~..,

! .: .

lie bas .said .the C~ese "must. tighten
m>
the hasty enact.Jue~ts
..
.
... •• " and

pe.ssed-. 11

.

.

.,

~

.

.

must rectify "a n'Ulll.ber of gaps a.n<i aey number of rough edges, overexteJ:?.sions and
overlaps."
It is highly significant that Senator Mansfield, in reviewing the work of
this session before the Democratic Conference, could find no adJective to describe
it other than the ambiguous word II exceptional. II
As a beli~ver in com~lete candor, I endorse the majority leader's appraisal
of the work of this session. I assure him that he will find on the RepUblican ~ide
willi~ ~lies in the/ effort·. to devote considerable attention. d~ing .the second
session of this Congress to correction of the mistakes of the first session.
''

,'•

(Ford statement -~ page 2)
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The first session of the 89th Congress clearly C.emcz:strates the evils of
one-party dominAnce of the national government.
When the party that occupies the White House holds a two-to-one majority in
the Congress, the Congress ceases to fUnction as a co-eque.l branch of government,
the integrity of state and local governments is undermined, and the public interest
is often jeopardized.
The Executive branch unchecked~ be.comes .careless and arrogant.

a strong word, but there is no other to

de~cribe

Arrogant is

those who attempted to bull through
.

..

the appointment to the federal judiciary of a. man totally devoid ot· qualit'ications
for this high office. ·. ~here

is

rio oth~~ 'word. for the conduct of an agency that

withholds federal funds from a city in defiarice
by Congress before sucp' a~.tion can_ be. ;t~~:O·

of-tm~procedures

clearly established

'fl,l.ere. is no other word for the methods

used to rush legislation
tb;rough
the Congress without
adequa,te consideration
•
,
,
, .
,.··:· . . r·
~

~U:d

without adequate opportun:J..ty to debate and to amend. .

.

The House had no chance, for example, to consider any meaningful QlXI.endment
to the bill repealing Section 14{b) of the Taft-Hart:J.ey

,Ac~.~

In the constderation of

the Administration bill on el.ementary and secondary 'educatiQn, no ·opportunity was
granted to the sponsors Of

14 amen~ents for expl~nation ~rid debate.

. Protest has been heard from both sides of the aisle.

Democratic Congress-

wanan Green, of Oregon, early in the session, condemned the ,jdetermined effort to
silence those who are in disagreement."

Many other Democri:tts :have spoken· out in

similar terms in frustration and futility.
When either House of the Congress acts in this waY., it
,

sibility.

a~~ca~~s

its respon-

,

..

It ceases to be a deliberative
body'.and
bec6mee . a. f.ubber s~a,mp.
.
.
.· ,
. . . . ·.... I .,

.

'

State and local goverr.men~s have sUffered oec~use of one-party domip.a.nce ~n
this Cpngress.

Congress has enacted far-reaching programs without concern for the

viev1s of responsible state and local officials or the·· effect of f'~dera.i"action on ·

existing state and local programs.

Especially significant was the Democratic

attempt to deprive governors of' any shred of veto power over projects under the
poverty program.
.

.

Finally, this Congress has been prodigal
above the military needs of the country.

w~th

taxp$Yers' money, over and

~ring this year
•

$1+9
.• <

billion bas be~n

ap-propriated -- $36 billion more ,than in the last year of the E:Lseiihower
tion.

A~n:l.etra

For Jll8.liY new progran:s this yea.r 1 s appropriation is only· a smell fraction of

the ann'l.al expenditure the.t will be inevitable when the programs are fully in operation.
·•00000oo-..

FOREWORD
On Monday night, January 17, 1966, theRepublican Minority Leaders in the U. S. Senate
and House of Representatives - Senator Everett
Dirksen of Illinois and Congressman Gerald Ford
of Michigan delivered a Republican message
on the State of the Union.
The message, entitled "The State of the Union
- A Republican Appraisal," was delivered at
the U. S. capitol in the historic chamber formerly
occupied by the Supreme Court before Republican members of Congress and their wives and
other Party leaders.
The program, televised and broadcast nationally, was the first of its kind by the leaders of a
minority party. It was sponsored jointly by the
Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee, Republican Congressional Campaign Committee, and
the Republican National Committee.
The remarks of Senator Dirksen on international affairs and by Congressman Ford on
domestic policies are published in this pamphlet.

International Affairs
By Senator Everett M. Dirksen
Fellow Citizens!

I

am Senator Dirksen of Illinois, Republican
Floor Leader in the United States Senate. With
me on this program will be Congressman Ford
of Michigan, Republican Floor Leader in the
United States House of Representatives. Each of
us will have about 14 minutes to discuss the State
of The Union. That is a short time for a gigantic
task.
The President has a mandate under the Consti-

tution to give to the Congress information of the
State of the Union, together with his recommendations.
We have no such mandate. We do believe
we have a duty as elected Representatives
to present our views. Time will permit only
a few basic highlights.
We are the legatees of a great, strong land. We
received it from those who were here before us.

Reason and Realism
The state of our land is too often measured in
material terms - jobs, income, gross product,
services and goods. Actually it embraces much
more. It includes the national mood, our capacity
to live together~ and our prestige. It includes our
leadership of the Free World, our relations with
other lands, our respect for law, our devotion to
peace, and our willingness to sacrifice even as
others have done before us. It includes reason and
realism in a world of tumult and confusion.
We are not only in this world but of it, and
we shall be for ages to come.

Our Relations With Other Countries
Consider then our ties and relations with other
lands. Twenty-one years ago, we pioneered the
United Nations. Since then, we have developed
regional groups throughout the world for specific
purposes. We believed it would aid the cause of
peace and tranquility and freedom.

I n pursuit of these high purposes, we spent more
than $120 billion of your money on foreign aid.

We hoped that if we supplied the tools, other
nations would supply the men on Freedom's frontier. We fulfilled our pledges. They did so only
in part and too often with ill grace.
Where needed, we supplied manpower also.
The first feeble cries of ''Yanki, go home"
have become a chorus. Our prestige on the
world thermometer of good will has
dropped fast and far. Our billions have
gained little respect, and even less appre·
ciation. Every continent has its fevers and
turmoil.
Two things are needed. The first is a care·
ful, precise audit to see where our fleeting
dollars went and what they really accom·
plished. The second is a sustained and
expert scrutiny of every estimate for for·
eign aid to determine how the aid requested
will be used and whether there will be divi·
dends in the form of good will and real
devotion to peace and freedom. To accept
less would be an injustice to the charity
and sacrificial spirit of the American
people.

The Horsemen of Despair

C
onsider now the horsemen of despair who ride
over the world - the population explosion, hunger, and poverty. They constitute a crisis already
on our doorstep. We pay farmers to produce less.
Industry forever seeks ways to produce more at
less cost. Meanwhile, births continue to grow and
hunger stalks many areas of the world. Each year,
the world gains 65 million persons. The number
will grow. So will hunger. Can peace and hunger
co-exist?

Ages ago, Isaiah wrote, "And it shall come
to pass, that when they shall be hungry,
they shall fret themselves, and curse their
King and their God." American agriculture
is geared to high produetion. Better to pay
for abundance than for scarcity.
In a few years, Red China will have 800 million
people. Leaders can survive only when the urgent
needs of the people are met.
The ugly heads of aggression aiuJ conquest
vanish when there is no need for new domains. Surely, within the genius of Amero
ican enterprise, the way can be found for
the produce of our fruited plains to reach
the empty bellies of the world.
The signs of trouble are already written in the
firmament and there is no time to lose. This too
with its vast potential impact on our future involves the State of the Union.

Vietnam Is Not Our War
Consider now the grim struggle in which we are
involved in Asia. Let us be crystal clear. Vietnam
is not our war. But we pledged ourselves to help
a small nation. Our word was given. We are there
to keep our word.
For more than 90 years, Cambodia, Laos and
Indo-China were under French tutelage. The Viet
Minh- the north half-rebelled. It was a long,
bloody struggle. The French were defeated. The
conflict ended with an accord signed at Geneva.
Laos and Cambodia achieved their independence.
Indo-China was divided in half with a nonmilitary zone between.

Millions Spent To Aid French
Our country did not sign that accord. But we
had an interest. Hundreds of millions of your
money was spent to aid the French. But it also
involved our defense perimeter and our security.
We pledged ourselves to aid Vietnam in preserving her integrity and independence.
Accordingly we were permitted to keep
military advisers there. At first it was but
a few hundred. Gradually the number grew
into thousands. Today it approaches
200,000.1t has become a grim, bloody, and
costly business.
It is a war but not of our making. Young men
with gay hearts go forth to Vietnam and lifeless
young men in wooden boxes return. They fought,
bled, and died in the heat and mud of the jungles.
All this is 12,000 miles from home. For a long
time it seemed remote. But no longer. We became
grimly aware that we are fighting a war to help
a small land, so many of whose people can neither
read nor write.

Joint Resolution
Eighteen months ago, Congress enacted a Joint
Resolution, giving support and approval to the
President as Commander In Chief to take all
necessary steps including the use of force to repel
attack on our forces and prevent further aggres·
sion. That resolution is still in effect. In both
Houses of Congress the vote was 504 to 2. Every
Republican present voted for it.
But as complications develop and the choice
becomes guns or butter or both, groups and individuals become increasingly vocal. Let's get out.

We must stay in. We must bomb Hanoi. We must
not bomb. We must step up. We must hold back.
We must negotiate. We must not negotiate.
To retreat and get out would be deemed a
confession that we are a paper tiger. What
a propaganda weapon that would be in
Asia, Africa and elsewhere.
To forsake our pledges would shatter confidence in us and further diminish our
prestige.
To negotiate from weakness would mean
defeat before we ever reached the negotiation table.

So what? Is there then a rational course to
follow? I believe so. Let the peace efforts continue. Who can object to any honorable effort to
secure peace where young blood is involved?
Let the military effort continue. It demonstrates
our determination to keep our word. Let it be intensified if necessary as sound military judgment
dictates. There is, after all, no substitute for victory. Let the objective be kept crystal clear at
all times, and that is guaranteed freedom and
independence for the Vietnamese.
How else could we keep faith with the
young dead?
How else do we redeem our word?
How else do we regain our prestige?
How else do we maintain our leadership in
the Free World?

All this is part of the State of the Union.

Domestic Issues
By Cong. Gerald R. Ford
•

We are assembled tonight in an historic chamber - a chamber that has echoed the thunderous
debate and vigorous dissent of some of our country's greatest leaders.
Daniel Webster here proclaimed the immortal
words, "Liberty and union, now and forever, one
and inseparable."

The Torch of Dissent

***

As a minority party, it is our task to carry the

torch of dissent responsibly and constructively.
Tonight we look forward, not backward.
Our people are restless and impatient with
problems too long unsolved and too often
compounded by bad laws and bureaucratic
failings.

The Congress turns in 1966, as in the past, to
its part in the always unfinished task of making
America united, strong, and free.
These goals in their present setting point
particularly to three types of problems in
domestic policy: how to increase jobs and
output without inflation; how to move ahead
toward equality for all citizens; and how to
improve government and its services.

Education
While there are courses of action that strike at
each of these problems, there is a common remedy
that effects all three: Education.
The problem of unemployment is particularly the problem of the young, inexperienced, unskilled person of inadequate
schooling. More and better schooling will
reduce racial tensions and speed the Negro's economic and social progress.
Improved education will help to solve the
problems of government by enlightening
both the electors and the elected.

We believe every youth must be encouraged to
pursue his education as far as his talents will take
him.
Drop-outs must be encouraged to go back to
school for. an education or training to fit their
ability.

Curricula must be enriched.
People already working should be given the
chance 1o retrain and upgrade their skills and
earning power.
Vocational Rehabilitation for the handicapped
must be expanded.
This cannot, and should not, be done by
the Federal government alone. But there is
much that the national government can do
to promote this effort without the heavy
hand of federal control.

For example, the Congress should ease the financial burden of going to college.
The door of education must be opened wide.
Therefore, we propose a federal income
tax credit for college students and their
parents.

Compassion With Competence
We must liberate the War on Poverty from
waste, controversy, and the bad odor of political
bossism.
We must combine compassion with competence. This nation can afford what is
necessary to help the less fortunate among
us to help themselves. The children of the
poor must have the highest priority• .How
many of the poor have actually received
any of the twenty-three hundred million
taxpayer's dollars from the present War on
Poverty? Tragically, very few.

The poor themselves must have an important
role in policy decisions at the community level.
The States should be partners in this War on
Poverty. It is time that the poverty fighters

stopped fighting each other.
Republicans will oft'er specific proposals
to redirect this program to achieve its
goals without waste, scandal and bureaucratic infighting. Without such changes,
the good will fall with the bad under the
fiscal pressures created by Vietnam and
the massive new domestic spending pro·
grams.

~erica has long waged the most effective War
on Poverty in history through the genius of private
enterprise cooperating with government.

We urge the enactment of the Republican
proposed Human Investment Act to bring
private enterprise more eft'ectively to hear
on the problem of creating productive jobs
for the poor. Through a 7o/0 tax credit, this
measure will encourage business and labor
to employ and train people with limited
skills and education.

Executive Reform
The Executive Branch of the Federal government
needs reform - not Presidential repatching or
piecemeal creation of new departments.
The proliferation of Federal programs, compounded by the mass production of laws in the
last session of Congress, demands the attention of
our people.
There are now 42 separate Federal agencies
involved in education programs alone.
There are at least 252 welfare programs
today, including 52 separate Federal economic aid programs, 57 job training programs and 65 Federal programs to improve

health. In the ten years since the second
Hoover Commission made its report, du....
ing five Democratic-controlled Congresses,
employees on the Federal payroll have in·
creased 175,000 and Federal expenditures
have increased by $57 billion.

The Executive branch has become a bureaucratic
jungle. The time has come to explore its wild
growth and cut it back.
We urge a new independent bipartisan
Commission, patterned after the two distinguished Hoover Commissions, to recom·
mend substantial reforms in the Executive
branch of our government.

Cost of Living
To achieve a healthy and steady economic growth
there must be price stability. Today this national
goal is seriously endangered by the threat of inflation. The Eisenhower dollar is now worth 90
cents.
The. cost of living is 2 percent higher than
it was a year ago. At the current level of
consumer spending, the price rise is the
equivalent of a secret sales tax that silently
steals some $8 billion annually from the
pockets of the American people.

Inflationary policies of the President have a
major impact on the cost of living. This Administration uses a double standard. With one hand
it creates upward pressure on prices and with the
other bludgeons workers and businessmen for responding to that pressure. The real villain in this
piece is the Administration which will increase

the cost of the Federal government by $26 billion
in a two-year period.
The most direct and effective weapon the
National Government has to halt inftation is
to curb Federal spending. This requires the
President and the Congress to set priorities.
It is imperative that the President in his
budget classify his spending proposals ac·
cording to necessity and urgency. If he fails .
to do so, we call upon the Democrats in Congress to join us in eliminating, reducing or
deferring low priority items.

We learn now that expenditures in this fiscal
year will be at least 8 billion dollars more than
we were told a year ago. Congress and the people
have not been given a straight-forward and realistic assessment of our Federal budget problems.
Republicans intend to give the President's budget
a searching examination.
Whatever is needed - really needed - for
national security must be provided. Urgent
domestic programs that truly help the
needy, that contribute to real economic
growth, that significantly advance the cause
of equal opportunity, need not be sacrificed. Applying these tests, Republicans
believe the $55 billion which the President
will propose for non-military spending can
be and must be reduced.

$3lh billion? The President now advocates additional tax burdens to finance added costs both at
home and abroad.
With prudent restraint on spending, we
believe no new taxes are now needed.

Agriculture
The farm parity ratio in 1965 was below the level
of five years ago. At home, we seek a free and
prosperous agriculture by encouraging the operation of a healthy market economy. We will continue to resist Administration efforts to artificially
depress the market prices of farm commodities
and to control the American farmers.
World population increases are adding a
new dimension to the problems of American agriculture and demand new thinking.
For our overseas programs, we urge the
extension of Public Law 480, the Eisen·
hower Food for Peace program, and we
urge the enactment of legislation, already
introduced by 65 Republicans in the House,
to establish a bi-partisan "U.S.- World
Food Study and Coordinating Commis·
sion," in order to begin immediately the
task of closing the growing "food gap" on
our planet.

Political Reforms
Taxes

H ow many Americans know that the laws passed
last year, supposedly reducing taxes, actually impose a net increase in Federal taxes for 1966 of

We were surprised and pleased that the President touched on the subject of reform of political
campaigns and elections. His recommendations
do not go far enough.

Ways must be found to eliminate vote
fraud, curb the cost of political campaigns,
and expand the franchise. Republicans will
propose:
• to guard against abuses in the raising
and use of political funds;
• to raise the ceiling on political expenditures to realistic levels;
• to bar effectively political contributions
from corporations and unions;
• to require meaningful reporting of po·
litical contributiens and expenditures.

States of the Union
() ur nation has thrived on the diversity and
~tribution of powers so wisely embedded in the
Constitution. The Administration believes in centralized authority, ignoring and bypassing and
undermining State responsibilities in almost every
law that is passed. As a result, our constitutional
structure is today in dangerous disrepair. The
States of the Union form a vital cornerstone of
our Federal system, and the headlong plunge
toward centralization of power in Washington
must be halted.
All of us here tonight salute the gallant fight
of Senator Dirksen against the repeal of Section
14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act and for the Reapportionment Amendment.
We urge Congress to enact a system of tax
sharing, long advocated by Republicans, to
return to the States a fixed percentage of
personal income tax without Federal con·
trois. Funds from this source will lighten

the load of local taxation, spur solution of
vexing problems, and revitalize programs
in education, health, and welfare at the
local level.

Unemployment Compensation

C hanges in the system of ~nemployment co!"-

pensation are needed, parttcularly to provtde
standby protection against the contingency of a
substantial rise in the number of workers without
jobs. We support the constructive suggestions
worked out by the State Unemployment Compensation admimstrators to meet this problem. We
oppose the Administration's bill that wo~ld ~ubs~i
tute Federal judgment for State determmatton 10
matters such as standards and benefits in this program.

Civil Rights

M aking real for all Americans the equality to

which this nation is committed remains an urgent
national concern. Recent progress is encouraging, but not enough. No citizen should be satisfied merely with the expectation of a better tomorrow. It is only right to expect that the Constitution of the United States be put in force everywhere now.

The Congress has enacted four civil rights
acts since 19 57. There now is need to review
these laws, and especially tighten those designed
to prevent violence and intimidation of citizens
who exercise their constitutional rights.
Hesitant administration of existing laws

has made them less effective than they
should be. The President has even failed to
make the Community Relations Service the
effective instrument which Congress in·
tended it to be. Leaderless for half of
last year, shunted oft' to an ambiguous
position in the wrong Federal agency. this
potentially valuable Service has suffered
from neglect.

Let us make it clear to all - there cannot be
two kinds of justice, one for whites, another for
Negroes.
Nor can there be tolerance of riots, looting,
violence, and disorder. These impede the progress sought by the overwhelming majority of
Americans.

The President's Challenge
Last week the President chided Americans who
believe, as I do, that we cannot fight a war ten
thousand miles away without setting priorities at
home.
He asked: Whom will they sacrifice? ... the
poor?
Our answer is a resounding "NO!"
We will not sacrifice poor people.
We will sacrifice poor programs, poorly
conceived and poorly carried out.
We will sacrifice poor administrators.
We will sacrifice poor arithmetic in public
accounting.
Any sacrifices we call for cannot be com•
pared with those being made by 190 thou·

sand Americans in Vietnam.

And what of the sacrifices of their families at
home, who share inequally in the promises of the
Great Society? We urge more adequate housing
and benefits for our fighting men and their families. We urge a new GI bill of rights of veterans.
We will not sacrifice their future.
Nor will we sacrifice the future of millions
of Americans whose lifetime savings and modest pensions are being nibbled away by inflation.
We are outnumbered two to one in this Congress.
But we will continue to speak out for the
things in which we believe. We will not
sacrifice the ideals that make us Republicans.
We will never sacrifice the sacred right, and the
sacred value to our country, of loyal dissent.
This is our duty to all Americans.

***
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We are assembled tonight in an historic chamber -- a chamber that
has echoed the thunderous debate and vigorous dissent of some of our country's
greatest leaders.
Daniel Webster here proclaimed the immortal words, "Liberty and
union, now and forever, one and inseparable. 11
As a minority party, it is our task to carry the torch of dissent
responsibly and constructively.
Tonight we look forward, not backward.

Our people are restless and

impatient with problems too long unsolved and too often compounded by bad
laws and bureaucratic failings.
The Congress turns in 1966, as in the past, to its part in the always
unfinished task of making America united, strong, and free.
These goals in their present setting point particularly to three types
of problems in domestic policy: how to increase jobs and output without
inflation; how to move ahead toward equality for all citizens; and how to improve
government. and its services.
While there are courses of action that strike at each of these problems,
there is a common remedy that affects all three: Education.
· -- The problem of unemployment is particularly the problem of the young,
inexperienced, unskilled person of inadequate schooling.
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More and better schooling will reduce racial tensions and speed the
Negro's economic and social progress.
-- Improved education will help to solve the problems of goverment
by enlightening both the electors and the elected.
We believe every youth must be encouraged to pursue his education
as far as his talents will take him.
Drop-outs must be encouraged to go ba€k to school for an education
or training to fit their ability.
Curricula must be enriched.
People already working should be given the chance to retrain and upgrade
their skills and earning power.
Vocational Rehabilitation for the handicapped must be expanded.
This cannot, and should not, be done by the Federal government alone.
But, there is much that the national government can do to promote this effort
without the heavy hand of federal control.
For example, the Congress should ease the financial burden of going
to college.
The door of education must be opened wide.
Therefore, we propose a federal income tax credit for college students
'-

\

and their parents.
~----

Compassion with Competence

-

We must liberate the War on Poyerty from waste, controversy, and

the bad odor of political bossism.
We must combine compassion with competence.

This nation can

afford what is necessary to help the less fortunate among us to help themselves.
The children of the poor must have the highest priority.

How many of the poor

have actually received any of the twenty-three hundred million taxpayers' dollars
from the present War on Poverty?

Tragically, very few.

The poor themselves must have an important role in policy decisions at
the community level.

The States should be partners in this War on Poverty.

It is time that the poverty fighters stopped fighting each other.
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Republicans will offer specific proposals to redirect this program to
achieve its goals without waste, scandal and bureaucratic infighting.

Without

such changes, the good will fall with the bad under the fiscal pressures
created by Vietnam and the massive new domestic spending programs.
America has long waged the most effective War on Poverty in history
through the genius of private enterprise cooperating with government.
We urge the enactment of the Republican,.proposed Human Investment
Act to bring private enterprise more effectively to bear on the problem of

-------">

,

~

creating productive jobs for the poor.

Through a 7% tax credit, this measure

~ill encourage business and labor to employ and train people with limited skills
~

and education.

Executive Reform
The Executive Branch of the Federal government needs reform - not
Presidential repatching or piecemeal creation of new departments.
The proliferation of Federal programs, compounded by the mass
production of laws in the last session of Congress, demands the attention of our
people.
There are now 42 separate Federal agencies involved in education programs
alone.

There are at least 252 welfare programs today, including 52 separate

Federal economic aid program, 57 job training programs and 65 Federal programs
to improve health.

In the ten years since the second Hoover Commission made its

report, during five Democratic-controlled Congresses, employees on the Federal
payroll have increased 175,000 and Federal expenditures have increased by $57 billion.
The Executive branch has become a bureaucratic jungle.

The time has

~----------------------------------

come to explore its wild growth and cut it back.

We urge a new independent bipartisan Commission, patterned after the
two distinguished Hoover Commissions, to recommend substantial reforms in
the Executive branch of our government.
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Cost of Living
To achieve a healthy and steady economic growth there must be price
-~-----------·----------·-

f··

stability.

~

Today this national goal is seriously endangered by the threat of

The cost of living is 2 percent higher than it was a year ago.

At the

current level of consumer spending, this price rise is the equivalent of a secret
'sales tax that silently steals some $8 billion annually from the pockets of the
American people.
Inflationary policies of the President have a major impact on the cost

~
upward pressure on prices and with the other bludgeons workers and businessmenl/
of living.

This Administration uses a double standard.

for responding to that pressure.

;.ith one hand it creates

The real villain in this piece is the

, _'

Administration which will increase the cost of the Federal government by
$26 billion in a two-year period.
The most. direct and effective weapon the National Government has to halt
inflation is to curb Federal
to set priorities.

~~.?:!.9-_i!l_g_.

This requires the President and the Congress

It is imperative that the President in his budget classify his

spending proposals according to necessity and urgency.

If he fails to do so,

we call upon the Democrats in Congress to join us in eliminating, reducing
or deferring low priority items.
We learn now that expenditures in this fiscal year will be at least 8
billion dollars more than we were told a year ago.

Congress and the people

have not been given a straight-forward and realistic assessment of our Federal
budget problems.

Republicans intend to give the President's budget a searching

examination.
Whatever is needed-- really needed-- for national security must be
provided.

Urgent domestic programs that truly help the needy, that contribute

to real economic growth, that significantly advance the cause of equal opportunity,
need not be sacrificed.

Applying these tests, Republicans believe the $55 billion

which the President will propos~ for non-military spending can be an,d :must be reduced.

-5Taxes
How many Americans know that the laws passed last year, supposedly
reducing taxes, actually impose a net increase :in Federal taxes for 1966 of
$3-1/Z billion?

The Presid_ent now advocates additional tax burdens to finance

added costs both at home and abroad.

With prudent restraint on spending, we

believe no new taxes are now needed.

Agriculture
The farm parity ratio in 1965 was below the level of five years ago.
At home, we seek a free and prosperous agriculture by encouraging the operation
of a healthy market economy.

We will continue to resist Administration efforts

to artificially depress the market prices of farm commodities and to control
the American farmers.
World population increases are adding a new dimension to the problems
of American agriculture and demand new thinking.

For our overseas programs,

we urge the extension of Public Law 480, the Eisenhower Food for Peace program,
and we urge the enactment of legislation, already introduced by 65 Republicans
in the House, to establish a bi-partisan "U.S. - World Food Study and Coordinating
Commission," in order to begin immediately the vital task of closing the growing
"food gap" on our planet.

Political Reforms
We were surprised and pleased that the President touched on the subject
of reform of political campaigns and elections.

His recommendations do not go

far enough.
Ways must be found to eliminate vote fraud, curb the cost of political
campaigns, and expand the franchise.

Republicans will propose:

-- to guard against abuses in the raising and use of political funds;
-- to raise the ceiling on political expenditures to realistic levels;
-- to bar effectively political contributions from corporations and unions;
-- to require meaningful reporting of political contributions and expenditures.

-6States of the Union
Our nation has thrived on the diversity and distribution of powers so wisely
embedded in the Constitution.

The Administration believes in centralized authority,

ignoring and bypassing and undermining State responsibilities in almost every law
that is passed.
disrepair.

As a result, our constitutional structure is today in dangerous

The States of the Union form a vital cornerstone of our Federal system,

and the headlong plunge toward centralization of power in Washington must be halted.
All of us here tonight salute the gallant fight of Senator Dirksen against
the repeal of Section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act and for the Reapportionment
Amendment.
We urge Congress to enact a system of tax sharing, long advocated by Republicans,
to return to the States a fixed percentage of the personal income tax without
Federal controls.

Funds from this source will lighten the load of local taxation,

spur solution of vexing urban problems, and revitalize programs in education,
health, and welfare at the local level.

Unemployment Compensation
Changes in the system of unemployment compensation are needed, particularly
to provide standby protection against the contingency of a substantial rise in the
number of workers without jobs.

We support the constructive suggestions worked out

by the State Unemployment Compensation administrators to meet this problem.

We

oppose the Administration's bill that would substitute Federal judgment for State
determination in matters such as standards and benefits in this program.

Civil Rights
Making real for all Americans the equality to which this nation is commited
remains an urgent national concern.

Recent progress is encouraging, but not enough.

No citizen should be satisfied merely with the expectation of a better tomorrow.
It is only right to expect that the Constitution of the United States be put in force
everywhere now.

-7The Congress has enacted four civil rights acts since 1957.

There now is

need to review these laws, and especially tighten those designed to prevent
violence and intimidation of citizens who exercise their constitutional rights.
Hesitant administration of existing laws has made them less effective than
they should be.

The President has even failed to make the Community Relations

Service the effective instrument which Congress intended it to be.

Leaderless for

half of last year, shunted off to an ambiguous position in the wrong Federal agency,
this potentially valuable Service has suffered from neglect.
Let us make it clear to all- -there cannot be two kinds of justice, one for
whites, another for Negroes.
--Nor can there be tolerance of riots, looting, violence, and disorder.
These impede the progress sought by the overwhelming majority of Americans.

The President's Challenge
Last week the President chided Americans who believe, as I do, that we cannot
fight a war ten thousand miles away without setting priorities at home.
He asked:

Whom will they sacrifice? •••••••. the poor?

Our answer is a resounding "NO!"
We will not sacrifice poor people.
We will sacrifice poor programs, poorly conceived and poorly carried out.
We will sacrifice poor administrators.
We will sacrifice poor arithmetic in public accounting.
Any sacrifices we call for, cannot be compared with those being made by
190 thousand Americans in Vietnam.
And what of the sacrifices of their families at home, who share inequally in
the promises of the Great Society?

We urge more adequate housing and benefits

for our fighting men and their families.

We urge a new GI bill of rights of veterans.

We will not sacrifice their future.

Nor will we sacrifice the future of millions of Americans whose lifetime
savings and modest pensions are being nibbled away by inflation.

I

-8-

We are outnumbered two to one in this Congress.
But we will.continue to speak out for the things in which we believe.

We will

not sacrifice the ideals that make us Republicans.
We will never sacrifice the sacred right, and the sacred value to our country,
of loyal dissent.
This is our duty to all Americans.

-30-
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STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE FORD:

Dm!DIAD RELEASE

There's no longer a "Credibility GAP" -- it's become a Credibility
CANYONt

--and it's widening between the Johnson-Humphrey Administra-

tion and the American people with every week that goes by.
Dateline, March 15 1 the New York Times - "Secretary of the Treasury
Henry H. Fowler indicated today that he believed that there had been
excessive alarm in business circles about the boom economy."
Dateline, March 23, the New York Times - "President Johnson, citing
some decline in business indicators, made clear today that he was not
yet convinced that a tax increase was needed to slow down economic
expansion and inflation."
Dateline, March 24, the Baltimore Sun - "In a notable exibition of
Administration teamwork, Henry H. Fowler, Secretary of the Treasury,
today reiterated what President Johnson said late yesterday -- there
is no reason at the moment to ask for an anti-inflation tax increase."
And yesterday, March 30, following announcement of a

.5%

nationwide

cost of living increase, the front pages or the press across the
country reported that the President favors a 5 to 7 per cent tax rise
if one is needed.

How do you spell "credibility"?

What can 'We

believe?
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration must take about 5 billion dollars annually out of the economy if inflation is to be checked and a
recession prevented. It does not have the wish nor the wit nor the
will to reduce expenditures, hence it must increase taxes.
The checki.ng of inflation could be achieved, as Republicans have
long maintained, by a reduction of wholly unwise Federal expenditures
and by other essential fiscal, monetary and economic reforms.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has elected the alternative of
new taxes.
Dateline, March 30, the Wall Street Journal - "Consumers Boil
About Widespread Increases; Many Attempt a Revolt. 11 Whom can we best
believe on the high and rising cost of living -- America's homemakers
and wage-earners or a Democratic Administration that will not see,
will not hear, and will not believe these frightening facts of econo:--mic life?
.·~. rc ,~
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-CApitol 4-3121 - Ex 3700
Staff Consultant- John B. Fisher
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March 31, 1966

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN:

This debt-propelled Johnson-Humphrey Administration continues,
whether knowingly or not, to mislead the American people on matters
of the most vital importance to them.

Whether this Johnson-Humphrey

Administration is misinformed, misguided or simply mystified is hard
to determine.

It is, in any case, mistaken

and the cost of its

mistakes in human well-being and in dollars is rapidly becoming far
more than the American people can -- or will -- pay.
The

Johnson~Humphrey

budgetary

planning~

Administration was grossly mistaken in its

both as regards the cost of the war in Vietnam and

expenditures here at home.

Fifteen months ago, after proclaiming "an

important first step toward a balanced budget" the Administration
produced a deficit of over 3 billion dollars.

The fiscal 1966 deficit

will be at least twice that of the 1965 deficit.
In June of 1965 Representative Laird of Wisconsin predicted that
estimates of the cost of the war in Vietnam were low by at least 5
billion dollars, only to be harshly rebuked by the Secretary of Defense.

Yet, in a matter of months, the Johnson-Humphrey Administra-

tion requested of Congress nearly 13 billion dollars in supplemental
appropriations for continued conduct of the war.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has also been 100 per cent
mistaken in its estimates of the inflationary forces now stampeding
across the country that take

the earnings right out of the pocket of

the worker -- and this despite the early and unanimous warnings not
only of dozens of economists outside government but the equally strong
and unanimous warnings of members of the Joint Economic Committee of
the Congress.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has proposed -- and has tried
to impose -- economic guidelines for labor, for management and for
the farmer.

Democrats are even proposing controls on wages and prices

yet the Johns,)n-Humphrey Administration has made no effort to place
guidelines upon its own inflationary excesses.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration is obsessed w.ith symptoms
rather than causes.
The :'·:):.e ::.f the oppcc.ition is one of both searching
c.onstructive propo3al of alternatives.

o~::ticism a~d

I commend to you the 13 posi-

tive recommendations for effective action in bringing down the cost
of living presented earlier this tfBGk to the American people by the
Republican

Coordir~.ting

Committee.

.
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STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE FORD

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The following quotations are excerpts from the Dallas Morning
News -- that's the Dallas, Texas Morning News of April 15, Ladies
and Gentlemen:
11

President Johnson's chief economic adviser revealed
(in Austin) Thursday that he doesn't place much stock in
the American housewife's judgment on inflation.
"Gardner Ackley, speaking at the University of Texas
said he received numerous letters from homemakers blaming
him personally for high food prices.
"it But housewives a:>e notoriously poor judp;es of what's
happening to prices except for food,' he quipped during
a press conference.

"And Ackley c1a1m.s that, even on the supermarket level,
the housewife is no expert.
"'She notices when the price of a pork chop or a head
of lettuce goes ~p,: he noted, 'but she's not always aware
when the price comes down. 1 "
I just can't believe that any Administration or other Government
spokesman could so misjudge or so underrate the American housewife and
homemaker~

Who knows better how rapidly inflation is eating away the family
income day by day?

'l..fuo knows better, who feels more painfully, the

rising costs of living as, week by week, those costs discourage every
,f\merican family in its hopes for the future?
Mr. Ackley, from his privileged economic rlanctuary, sadly and
cruelly undersstimates the knowledge and the power of America's women
~nd

I hope that he and the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and the

Congress will hear from every American home and hearth on this subject,
by letter and by telegram, in the days ahead.
homemaker to take pen in hand and tell us now

I urge every American
what you know -- how

you feel -- about these terribly harsh, constantly rising costs of
livine;.

(more)
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-CApitol 4-3121 - Ex 3700
Staff Consultant- John B. Fisher
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Representative Ford

April 21, 1966

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the

Johnson~Humphrey

Administration

hesitates# vaciliates and procrastirtates in taking necessary action
to stop these sky-rocketing living costs.

Again, Mr. Ackley, in

reply to a question as to what will happen if we get into an inflationary period:

11

It depends on how you define inflation.

say we'd had much inflation."

I wouldn't

Will America's homemakers agree?

And

the President and his Secretary of the Treasury continue to wonder
when or whether to "apply the

brakes"~

This, despite the report of

the Department of Commerce on the Gross National Product increase,
released Monday, April 18, and stating that more than one-third of
the increase in the dollar total represented higher prices and stating
further that "the accelerated price increase in the first quarter is
largely attributable to the steep rise in food prices."
There are two major fiscal brakes available -- either a tax
increase or a drastic cut in needless spending -- yet the JohnsonHumphrey Administration, with constantly contradictory comments, will
not tell the American people truthfully what it proposes or plans.
This; therefore, is our Question-of-the-Week:
Mr. President, what are you doing
about the rising costs of living?

.

;

.

'

•

April 21, 1966

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN

The Government of the United States is the biggest business in
the world.

It is the biggest borrower, the biggest lender, the

biggest hoarder, the biggest spender, the biggest landlord, the

~ig

gest tenant, the biggest employer, and the biggest pr6vider in the
history of mankind.

Inevitably the biggest business in the world has

the biggest budget in the world.
No one can claim, of course, that a family budget is or should
be comparable, but no one can deny that every family budget is just
as important to the wage earner and the homemaker who control it.
If a family's income is not adequate to meet its expenses, the
family has only two alternatives:

to increase that income or to

reduce those expenditures, yet there seems to be no recognition of
this whatever in the Johnson-Humphrey Administration.
In a recent appearance before Agriculture Department employees,
the President said:

"We in government cannot afford the luxury of

thinking that nothing so needs reforming as other people's habits.
As public servants we know -- at least we ought to know -- that the
habits most in need of reform are our own."

How very

true~

What he actually said, of course, was: don't do as I do, do as
I say, for, quite obviously, while the Johnson-Humphrey Administra-

tion's spending habits are in need of drastic reform the President
is making no evident effort whatever to reform them and he and his
colleagues continue to allude repeatedly to a possible tax increase
while urging all others, but not themselves, to reduce expenditures.
The President hasn't hesitated to ask business, to ask labor, to
ask the housewives of America to reduce their spending.
he asked the Congress to do the same?

Why hasn't

On the contrary, hardly a

month goes by without a request from him for more and more and more
spending of the people's money for low priority, non-defense projects
and programs.
I have said before and I say again that the role of the opposition must be one of both searching criticism and constructive proposal
of alternatives.

There has nol; been published for release today the

rull text of the Republican Coordinating Committeers report entitled
(More)

Senator Dirksen

April 21, 1966

"The Rising Costs of Living -- A Report on the Fiscal Policies of the
Federal Government,"
twenty-eighth.

approved at the Committeeis last meeting March

A summary of the report was released at that time,

but the text contains an extensive amount of detail in support of
the report's conclusions and recommendations.

The report was based

on a study made by the Task Force on Federal Fiscal and Monetary
Policies of which former Budget Director Maurice H. Stans is

Chairman~

I commend this report to your attention and study and I urge you
to invite your readers to write to the Members of Congress for copies
of it.

The role of the opposition of which I speak must not be one

of "Me too", nor yet one of "Not me".
"Here's hOW 11 •

Rather, it must be one of

On the harsh question of inflation, with which every

homemaker and wage earner is living so painfully today, "Here's how".
The alternativ€e,as has been said, are clear-- either higher
taxes or a reduction in spending, yet we have no equally clear idea
from this Administration as to which path we will be taking.
Therefore, our Question-of-the-Week:
Mr. President, what are

~

doing

about the rising costs of living?
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STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE FORD:

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

On March 31st last, the Secretary of Agriculture, Orville L.
Freeman, announced that the prices of farm products had dropped during
the preceding weeks and expressed delight in this fact.

The press

throughout the nation reported his elation in detail and farmers
throughout America reacted angrily.
The New York Times began its report on the situation in this way:
"Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman expressed
pleasure today with the fact that the prices of farm
products had dropped recently.
"It was the first time in the.memory or Federal farm
officials that a Secretary of Agriculture indicated
that he was pleased with a decrease in farm prices.
Like Mr. Freeman, the officials were happy to note
that consumers would benefit from lower prices by
this summer."
Let me repeat that last sentence:

"Like Mr. Freeman, the offi-

cials were happy to note that consumers would benefit from lower
prices by this summer."
simply isn't true.

There is only one flaw in this statement.

It

Paradoxically, as farm prices have moved steadily

downward, retail food prices have risen even more rs,iely and the
Department of Labor's cost of living index has continued to climb to
record highs.
Secretary Freeman, Economic Advisor Gardner Ackley, and each of
the other prominent

,.......

agric~ts

have tried, repeatedly and with zeal,

to make the American farmer and his family the whipping boys for the
inflation that is steadily taking more and more dollars from the
pockets of every American.

The housewives of America should be told

that 61% of the cost of the food in their market baskets
after it leaves the farm.
er~~ld

I repeat

~7i.S'

added

the housewives of America·.

be told that 61% of the cost of the food in their market baskets

is added after it leaves the farm.
Room S-124 U.S. Capitol-CApitol 4-3121 · Ex 3700
Staff Consultant- John B. Fisher

Representative Ford:
l

The cold hard fact of the matter is that the rising costs of
living in this country can be attributed primarily to the excessive,
reckless spending of our

p~ople's

money for wasteful, too often

unnecessary programs conceived by the so-called Great Society planner
and concurred in by the great majority of Democrats in Congress.
Secretary Freeman has alleged that during his tenure of office
the American farmer has enjoyed a fifty per cent increase in his
income.

Will all the farmers who have enjoyed a real income increase

of fifty per cent please stand up?

Or, better yet, let the Adminis-

tration and the Congress hear from you by letter, wire, or telephonee
Farm organizations, farm state newspapers, farm leaders and countless
individual farmers from coast to coast are boiling with anger over
the policies and practices of this Administration which are driving
farm prices swiftly downward and consumer costs harshly upward with
each passing day.
Let there be no mistake.

The Johnson-Humphrey Administration is

using and abusing American farmers and ranchers as the scapegoats
of inflation.

To this statement I attach a listing of specific

examples and I invite yotzr attention to it.
When the agricrats of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration impose
policies and practices which help no one and harm everyone, the
Congress and the American people are fully justified in their anger.
The boiling point is near at hand.
Therefore, our Question-of-the-Week:
Mr. President, are you going to
keep prices down on the farm?

(note attachment)

The Johnson-Humphrey Administration is using and abusing American
farmers and ranchers as the scapegoats of

1nf'lation~

(1) by domestic fiscal policies which have sharply increased
farm production costs;

(2)

by market price manipulations whcch have decreased prices
received by farmers, with .'the result that the present
parity ratio stands at only 79, even including direct
subsidies,despite Democratic promises of 100;

(3)

by refusing to admit that increased consumer prices -increased food costs to the housewife and the wage-earner
--have not been caused by farmers, such consumer prices
having risen steadily as farm prices have as steadily
decreased;

(4) by recommending drastic cuts in Congressional appro-

priations for school milk, school lunches, land grant
colleges, and other vital programs;

(5)

by the Secretary of Agriculture's dumping of huge
quantities of grain at unrealistic prices upon the
domestic market in order to break and depress grain
and livestock market prices;

(6)

by the Department of Commerce action of March 7, 1966
imposing restriction on the export of cattle hides, calf
and kip skins, such action resulting in lower domestic
livestock products)

(7)

by a large and unilaterial increase in Cheddar cheese imporm,
without any attempt being made to secure reciprocal trade
concessions from other nations to expand u. s. agricultural exports overseas; ·

(8)

by a sharp curtailment of purchases of pork and of butter
and other dairy products by the Department of Defense;
and,! repeat-

(9)

by the Secrete.ry of Agriculture's expression of pleasure
with the fact that prices of farm products have dropped.

;;...
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June 16, 1966

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN:

When farm prices go dovm and farm production costs rise -- when
the taxpayer's living costs rise and his dollar earnings decrease in
value -- the American people are experiencing what is known in some
circles as "the double whammy".

The Johnson-Humphrey Administration's

"double whammy" on this nation is now past all endurance.
For the agricrats of this Administration to contend or even to
imply that the price of farm products is a cause of inflation is
ridiculous.

The principal cause of the inflation now upon us through-

out America is, rather, the wild, willful and witless spending of
the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and its supporters in countless
needless areas.
Inflation is on the move throughout the nation.

Should it become

rampant -- as it threatens to do -- those who will suffer most will
be those in the lowest income brackets.

Make no misjudgements about

this whatever.
Thus far, this Administration's major attack upon rapidly rising
living costs has been directed -- wholly misdirected -- against farm
prices.

Living costs cannot be reduced significantly by any such

action, even though the Administration's economic advisers appear to
think so.

With farm prices down 13 per cent and retail food prices

up 16 per cent between America 1 s wars of 1951 in Korea a.rid·: 1966 in
Viet Nam, it ~hould be clear even to these agricrats that the real
villain confronting them is the inflation so steadily promoted by
their reckless spending for needless programs and not by the prices
down on the farm.
Let it be recorded here and now that

ot.:l"

vigorous protest

against these policies is neither partisan nor improperly political.
We invj_te the attention of the Congress, the press and the public
to the several resolutions that have been filed from both sides of
the aisle in a dedicated effort to meet this problem squarely -Senate Concurrent Resolution 93 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 88,
among others -- and we commend without reservation the fair-minded
determination of the Republican and Democratic senators sponsoring
them.

Senator Dirksen
Meanwhile, down on the farm, the public anger to which we have
referred is finding ever greater expression with each passing day
and we in the Congress are well aware of it.

It has found voice

with particular force and eloquence in an editorial that first
appeared.

in the Walsh County Record published
at Grafton, North
...
~

Dakota, on May 19 last, in which these two paragraphs seem to me
especially pertinent:
"Mr. President: This is either the fifth or sixth
draft of this brief comment. The first, written in
instantaneous anger a couple of weeks ago was, after
overnight reflection, discarded as just too furious.
In the intervenlng days, there's been a mighty struggle
going on to temper our fury down to rage, and then to
wrath, and then to indignation. That seems to be as
far as the emotion can be distilled.
"When you and your appointed aides announce that
you are going to control inflation by making war on
farm prices, you've set a grass-fire, Mr. President.
For the fact is, war is never waged against an
abstraction, like prices. War is waged against
people. In this case, us.''
We repeat

11

•••

against people.

In this case, us."

I suggest that we listen now to the men and the women who feed
the nation -- taxpayers like all the rest of us.

I suggest we stop

listening to these agricrats in Washington, far removed from the
farmlands and even farther removed from reality.
Therefore, our Question--of-the-Weelc:
~~.

President, are you going to

keep prices down on the farm?
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·:JENATCR DIRKSEN:

Mrc President and Democratic Members of the Congress:
The American people are troubled, confused and terribly uncertain
as to the future.

Their worry and their uncertainty have their basis

in both the actions and the inaction of your Administration, to which
they look hopefully for a leadership still sadly lacking.
The most recent of the nation-wide surveys of public opinion confirms this fact, indicating clearly that in six vital areas of domestic
concern -- fiscal and monetary policy, civil rights, the war on poverty
the farm problem, the curbing of inflation, and labor-management relations -- less than half of our people have been able to maintain their
confidence in you over these many., months.
On Thursday last you presented to the Congress and the people a
five-point program hopefully designed to cool our nation's growing
economic fever and to restore something of the promise a once healthy
economy had.
Belatedly acknowledging as "a cruel and unjust tax on all the

people"

the inflation now raging throughout the country -- inflation

created in great part by your actions -- you indicated, first, an
intention to cut all Federal expenditures to the fullest extent pos- .·
sible.

Inasmuch as this primary and fundamental brake on inflation was

recommended to you by Republicans and documented tn detail by us nine
months ago, why has this announcement of good intent been so long
delayed?

Specifically how

~--

specifically where -- and specifically

when -- will you order such budget cuts?· \\fill you demand of your
Democrat-controlled Congress that it take the action required on the
eight appropriation bills still remaining before it?

Will you slow

down the multi-million dollar Great Society programs already in your
hands?

\tJlll you, in short, act -- now?

Republicans stand read;;, as

alvmys, to help in such actions.
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- 2 Second, you recommended that the seven per cent investment tax

credit be made temporarily inoperative.

Could this have any possible

effect on our inflated economy for at least another six months?

Is

your proposal a breach of good faith with the industrial, small business and farm communities?
Third, you recommended suopension of the use of accelerated depreciation on structures started or ti'ansferred after September 1 of this
year.

Do you believe this a factor

struction activity and costs?
conclusion reached?

0·r

consequence in limiting con-

Upon what basis was this remarkable

Even if valid, how soon could it have any benefi-

cial effect -- if it had any at all?
Fourth, you urged the Federal Reserve Board to lower
rates and so ease the tight money burden.

intere.~:t

How odd that your Adminis-

tration and your Democrats in Congress, allegedly so devoted to low
interest rates and loose money should for so long have made high
interest rates inevitable by your reckless spending policies and
programst
Fitth, you urged deferment of certain Federal borrowing to alleviate credit pressures.

Here again you have at long last but much too

late endorsed a clear and firm Republican recommendation of many
months ago.

As a New York Times editorial put it last Tuesday,

September 13:

"Even more important, the decision is a sign that the

Administration may have finally realized that it cannot really be
fiscally responsible so long as it indulges in financial gimmickry."
VJhy this delay, Mr. President?

vlhy

such uncertainty?

Why such fear

of the future?
This is exactly that uncertainty -- that growing fear -- that is
spreading so rapidly among all our people.

They

~

uncertain,

they

are bewildered as to the future -- the future of the economy, the
future of their jobs, the future of the nation, the future of their
children ln every aspect o·f their li~ves
Therefore, Mr. President and Democratic Membert:s of

the·Congr~eR,.

most sincerely and respectf'ully, our Question of the Week:
the trust and confidence of the people be restored?

\'/hen will

REPRESENTATIVE FORD:
Mr. President and Democratic Members of the Congress:
As these problems multiply at home -- and abroad -- and as the
uncertainty among our people

g~cws,

we look to the weeks ahead with

apprehension and understandably wonder what the future may hold.
As increasing reference is made to a possible adjournment of the
Congress by mid-October, Election Day, November 8th, draws closer and
we wonder more and more what the immediate period thereafter may bring.
From time to time, for example, you and your Administration and
you Democrats in Congress have suggested a tax increase as one of the
means available for checking inflation.

Mr. President, do you plan to

recommend to your Democratic Congress an increase in our already heavy
income taxes, after

No~ember

8th?

Equally often, spokesmen for this Administration, including yourself, Mr. President, have made reference to wage-and-price controls as
an alternative inflation check.

Most recently, a Democratic Senate

leader urged that authority for standby controls be given you.

Do you

have in mind the imposition of wage-and-price controls, after November
8th?
In an address to the American Farm Economics Association, a prominent official of your Administration by inference wrote off as uneconomical and needless more than two million of America's small farms
and farmers.

Is i t contempleted that this farm elimination program

shall be undertaken by your Democratic Congress,

Mr~

President, after

November 8th?
The rumor persists with each passing day that the anti-poverty
program of your Administration, so loudly hailed and so extravagantly
administered, is under survey by the Bureau of the Budget, at your
order, as the first step toward its dismantlemento

Is this, too,

something planned for action by your Democratic Congress, Mr.

Presiden~

after November 8th?.
Your Secretary of the

Tre~sury

and your Secretary of Commerce, in

testifying this week before the House Ways and Means Committee on
certain of your proposals identified them as "an essential and

I

•
- 4 enduring part of our tax structure''

Earlier in the year, they said

they were opposed to any "tinkering" with these credits for economic
purposes.

Yet now, apparently under pressure, they blandly endorse

such "tinkering".

Will :~his "tinkering" continue, after November 8th?

Our people cannot long endure such uncertainties.
live nor work effectively without trust and confidence.

They cannot
Therefore,

Mr. President and Democratic Members of the Congress, most respectfully and sincerely, our Question-of-the-Week:
and confidence of the people be restored?

When will the trust
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE FORD:
Mr. President, our Question-of-the-Week:

Can We Afford Your Automatic-Democratic Congress?
This may be, in some respects, a push-button world.
in some respects, a computer civilization.

It may be,

It may be, here and there;

that the rubber stamp has its proper place and function.

But, the

push-button, the computer and the rubber stamp wielded in the White
House have not yet won the approval of the American people where their
Representatives and Senators in the Congress are concerned.
Does the Johnson-Humphrey Administration want not only a blank
check but push-button, computerized, rubber stamp voting in the
Senate and in the House?

This the American people will no longer

tolerate.
Proof positive of this Administration's push-button psychology
is the voting record of those forty-five freshman Democrats, elected
in 1964 from districts formerly Republican, whose automatic responses
to the wishes of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration are recorded for
all to see.
Item:

On reduction of foreign aid (authorization), 1965.

was defeated by 41 votes.

This

38 of these were automatic-Democratic

freshman votes.
Item:

On foreig~ aid authorization (recommittal), 1966.

Recommittal failed by 2 voteso

36 of the automatic-Democratic fresh-

men voted against recommittal.
Item:

On anti-poverty program expansion (recommittal).

mittal was defeated by 49 votes.

Recom-

39 of these were automatic-

Democratic freshman votes.
Item:

On the repeal of 14B -- the right to work.

passed by 18 votes.

41 votes for

i·t;

The bill

were automatic-Democrattc

freshman votes.
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Item:

On rent subsidies (recommittal).

The margin was 8 votes.

36 automatic-Democratic freshmen voted to keep this bill alivo.
Says ~ortune Magazihe (September; 1966);
" • • • those forty-five provided the saving margin !'or a. number
of the more expansive and expensive Administration programs
This

•

•

~

'

II

automatic-Democratic response by new members of the House

was echoed by that of the rest of the top-heavy Democratic majority
in the House.

The push-button, the computer, the rubber stamp wielded

by the Johnsen-Humphrey Administration were in full force in every
instance.

The result:

a travesty on the legislative process, a gross

disservice to the will and the wishes of the American people.
No free society can long survive dominance by an unthinking
computer,

no~

dominance by an unthinking, unrestrained, top-heavy
This Democratic Congress, with its 294 to 139

legislative majority.

majority in the House and its 67 to 33 majority in the Senate, has
lost its independence.
tration.
f~ll

It is the tool of the Johnson-Humphrey Adminis-

The Administration and this Democratic Congress must bear

and joint responsibility for the failures and the continuing

_.)~:oblems

we face.

This fact cannot be contradicted.

Its simple .

arithmetic cannot be argued.
In our great tradition, the will of the majority must prevail,
yet the will of the minority must both be respected and remain vital
if, as has invariably happened in world history, an overwhelming
majority, seeking unreasoning p·ower, is not to silence, subdue and
then suffocate the essential minority.
We cannot beli1;ve for a

m~ment

that the American people will

any longer accept a push-button Congress or consensus by computer.
We believe they agree increasingly that only in a healthy balance of
numbers and opinioDs can this free land survive and prevail.
Therefo:::e, Mr ..
Can

VJe

Presiuerr::~

Ou:::- Question-of-the-VJeek:

Afford Your At.:tomatic-D8mocratic Congress?

September 22, 1966

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DIRKSEN
Mr. President, our Q.uestion-of'-the·- .Jee:.::
1

Can \i/"e Afford Your Automatic-Democratic Congress?
Seldom has the hypocrisy of numbers been better illustrated
in the voting during this past week on the Ci.vil Rights

bill~

tha~1

The

Republican minority and its Leadership in the Senate have been
indicted and damned by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and its
Democratic majority for having killed the Civil Rights bill.

How,

conceivably, can men of intelligence and good-will so overlook that
same simple arithmetic to which Mr. Ford has just made reference?
There are 67 Democrats in the Senate.

There are 33 Republicans,

This being so, how under Heaven, can it be concluded that the
~

defeated Civil Rights?

Republ~

Had the Johnson-Humphrey Administration

truly Wlshed it, had the Democrats in the Senate truly sought it, the
proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966 would, without doubt, at this very
moment, be the law of the land.

As one writer put it in comment on

the classic question of "Who killed Cock Robin?" it had to be a
Democratic arrow -- not that of the Republican minority.
Happily for the nation's best interest, fortunately for the
f1·eedom of the individual, the Republican minority, outnumbered as it
was, reflected the will of our people to a degree that made converts
of regular Democrats and resulted in a vote that assured the right of
every Amer•ican to p:>eserve the integrity of his o;,.m judgment and to
dete:'mine the future of his own home.
The will of the people in this instance prevailed, but it could
never have do!;.e so if a determined minority had not made clear the
issues 1r"vol1red a:v-..'1 in .Jc do:L:1g

~-'Jon

the

respz~ ~t

nnd the response of

many others.
It is
overwhelming
hindrance.
by a

t . . .m-sieeJ

it is dartgerom': and it

;:::t ..:::.jOJ'J·~y

c.:~n

be disastrous, when an

i.s pe:r:mitted to preva:t:.. wi t~out question or

(':lly as a rnr:. .jori ty is Pepeatedly questioned and checked

sb~~ng ~;:i.nori·cy

can the foundations of this Republic be preserve¢.,

That we, a present minority, would welcome majority status is undenj -~.
able, but until that inevitable day we believe it all-important to
the Amerlcan people that our numbers and our hand be strengthened
'.sufficiently to outlaw forever from Capitol Hill the push-button, the
computer, the... s.oulless rubber stamp<
Therefore., Mr. President, our Question-of·-·the-Week:
Can vJe Afford Your Automatic-Democratic Congress?
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September 28, 1966

FIVE VITAL ECONOMIC QUESTIONS

Speculation increases daily in both Government and public
circles that the Johnson-Humphrey Administration is making
definite preparations for the imposition of wage-and-price
controls in the near future.
Administration officials are reported as seeing "no way
to avoid wage-and-price controls" in the months ahead.

This

Administration appears unwilling or unable to stem the high
and rising costs of living by the clear and certain means
available to it -- a drastic cut in non-essential Federal
spending.

As a result, nation-wide alarm at this prospect

of wage-and-price controls is increasing daily.
These questions, therefore, appear to be fair and
proper:
1.

Mr. President, are you now making preparations for

wage-and-price controls?
2.

Mr. President, despite your earlier reported

hesitancy about imposing wide-spread wage-and-price controls,
are you planning to impose them piecemeal?

3.

Mr. President, is it true that a special wage-policy

review board is already contemplated?

4.

Mr. President, if wage-and-price controls are imposed,

will they be imposed "across the board" or will exceptions and
exemptions be specified?

5.

Mr. President, do you really believe that wage-and-

price controls represent the primary brake on inflation now
available?
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STI!.TEMENT BY SENATOR

DIRKSEU~

·

The President has

referred to the Republican Party

as the party of fear, ar:d ·' moreover, as having no constructive programs
to fight inflation, no programs to ease racial tension.

He accused

us of not knowing what to do about crime in the streets or how to end
the war in Viet Nam.
Is the President bewildered2
tion?

Was he referring to his Administra-

His statements actually spell out the most damning self-

indictment in modern political

history~

There is only one thing wrong with these Presidential statements
about the Republican Party.

Like so much else voiced by this Adminis-

tration, they simply are not true.
We do not admit to being a party of fear.
history will prove the contrary.

An honest reading of

But we do admit} as a people, to

being concerned about this Administration and the many unwise courses
it has chosen to take.
What lies ahead of us in VietNam, under this Administration's
leadership,we cannot foresee.

We are concerned about high and

rising living costs, in the face of' which this Administration has been
helpless.

We are concerned -- indeed, we know -- that we are losing

our money and our friends abroad.

We are concerned -- for it is a fact

-- that the "War on Poverty" is being lost, with the poor and the
underprivileged receiving little actual help and with millions of the
people's dollars being wasted.

We are concerned-- for we can prove --

that the farmer and consumer are, calculatingly, being played ruthlessly against one anothero

'lrJe

are concerned -- for the proof i.s undeni-

able -- that an echo-chamber Democratic Congress, with its steamroller majorities, will continue, without thought or question, to
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carry out the slightest whim and wish of this Administration.

We are

concerned -- for the signs ~~e f~ightening -- that we are being led
down the road to natiorlal

bankruptcy~

Asian Peaoe Conference

a practical .first step toward peace in

.w-

We are concerned that an all-

Viet Nam -- has now been summarily rejected as a pec.ce hopeo

We are

concerned -- for we are convinced -- that the American people are
not being told the whole truth about their Government and this Admin is··
tration's plans for them.
Of the charge that the Republican Party has no construct1ve programs or policies we can only assume that this Administration has
from its very first days been blind, deaf and indifferento

To this

statement I attach a listing of the specific, positive, constructive
recommendations and programs which the R~IZlublican Leadership and
the Republican Party across the country have presented to the Congress,
the Administration and the American people month after month after
month.

I would remind the leader of the Democratic Party that his

Administration has chosen, to our people's detriment, either to ignore
or to reject these recommendations, the majority of which would have
gone far to correct abuses spawned by the Administration and which
AOul~ have prevented this onset of cotlfusion and concern.

1

Wke"'

~tti the President chooses to speak directly and candidly to the

A.merica:9.. !J.ecple, the Republican Leadership and the Republican party

will be attentive and responsive but when the President chooses to
do otherwise, we are indeed apprehensive and concerned~
111e

We hope --

pray -- that in the weeks to come we will witness Administration

deeds calculated to inspire faith, not fear, belief, not doubt,
confidence, not concern, hope and not despair.
Therefore, our Question-or-the-Week:
Mr. President:

At hom~: J.nd:=ibroad, what now -- what next?

REPUBLICAN PROPOSALS AND PROGRAMS
A Chronology of Construct1ve Recommendations
Published:
June 1965

United States Foreign Policy in Viet Nam

August 1965

The Balance of Payments

September 1965

Equality in America: a Promise Unfulfilled

December 1965

Viet Nam Policy Statement

December 1965

Toward a Stronger Federal System

December 1965

Toi'·Jard Fai:o:• Elections in America

March 7, 1966

(Economic) Opportunity Crusade Act of 1966 .

March 1966

The Case for Revenue Sharing

March 1966

Latin America - United States:
or Failure't

March 196£

T~1e

March 1966

The Rising Costs of Living

June 1966

The United Nations

June 1966

Effective Water Management

June 1966

The Challenge of the Modern Metropolis

June 1966

Federal, State, and Local Responsibilities
for Problems of Education

June 1966

Transportation in Modern America

June 1966

Housing and Urban Development

June 1966

The Alleviation of Poverty

June 1966

Jobs and People - Job Opportunities

June 1966

The Needs of the Aging

(Note:

Progress

Hl.lman Investment - Job Opportunities

each of the above was published by the Republican

Coordinating Committee with the exception of the Economic
Opportunity Crusade Act of 1966, which originated with eight
Republican members of the House Education and Labor Committee.)

STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE FOR]):
On the front page of the New York 'l1imes on Tuesday, October 4th,
in adjoining columns, there appeared the following news
headed~

first was
Regime.

The

"Soviet Announces New Pact for Aid to Hanoi's

Additional program

mllitary needs."

reports~

includes assistance for econom;y and

The second was headed:

"Air Talks Revived by U.S.,

and Soviet • • • Service may be opened next spring. 11
In the very same week the conflict in Viet Nam became the third
largest war America has ever fought.

American troop strength in

Viet Nam now totals more than. 325,000 men, 23,000 more than in the
Korean War.

The latest

u.s.

casualty figures report 967 killed and

wounded in one week, the highest in any seven-day period so far.
For many months the Russians have supplied -- in ever-increasing
volume -- the weapons and ammunition that are killing American boys
every day.
As thousands of American boys fight, bleed and die in Viet Nam
as the Soviet Union -- Communist Russia -- announces an enormous
further increase in its economic and military aid to our enemies
this Administration must stop

and stop now -- its trafficking with

the Russians in ways that can only result in Communist en0ouragement,
growth and enrichment.
And on Friday, October 7th, the President of the United States,
in addressing the National Conference of Editorial Writers, proudly
proclaimed:
We have just signed a new United States-Soviet cultural
agreement.
We intend to press for legislative authority to negotiate
trade agreements which would exter.d most-favored-nation tariff
treatment to European Communist states.
We have just concluded an air agreement with the Soviet
Union.
And today 1 am announcing the following new steps:
We will reduce export controls on Fast-\tJest trade with
respect to hundreds of non-strategic items.
I have just today signed a determination that will allow
the Export-Import Bank to guarantee commercial credits to
four additional Easte~1 European countries - Poland and
Hunga!'Y, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia
The ExportImport Bank-is]prepared to finance-exports for the Sovietltaiian Fiat auto plantD
D

·are negotiating a Civil Air
Soviet Union • o o
V.Je

.,

•

Agl~eeuent

with the

And with this announcement the President of the United States
:tncluded the comment:

.... o"

"This is good business and this will help us

If dealing with the enemy

who are dealing in nothing but

death to Americans in Viet Nam -- is good business, then truth and
honor have indeed been perverted beyond recall by this Administrationo
In 1952, the Eisenhower Administration ended the Korean War and
kept the peace without surrender.

That Administration's policy:

insistence that Communists toe the line in· deeds and performance,
refusal to accept Communist words and promises.
Until the Communist world convinces us by act, not by word, tha.t
it not only seeks peace but will so act as to preserve peace among
men, we will not be a party to any deal, any agreement, any arrangement, any treaty with Comnrunists anywhere in the world.,

Until we --

and our allies -- commit ourselves without qualification to such a
policy of strength we can expect only more Koreas, more Viet Nams and
an ever-widening spread of Communist subversion, deceit and deathdeal:l.ng a:.?onnd the globe.
Therefore, Our Question-of-the-Week:
Mr. President:

At home and abroad, what now -- what next?
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This legislative year marks the sixth year of existence of the Joint
Senate-House Republican Leadership, now identified as the Republican
Leadership of the Con~ess, established at the suggestion of former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower in January of 1961.
As before, the format of communication from the leadership continues to be the issuance of policy statements on subjects of both
foreign and domestic significance. These statements have, on 18
regular occasions since January, · taken the form of press conference
appearances by Senator Dirksen and Representative Ford. In addition, press releases have been issued separately from these conferences
by the Leadership and, from time to time, by individual members of
the Leadership.
As has been true of Leadership meetings, Republican National
Committee Chairman Ray C. Bliss also presided over the quarterly
meetings of the Republican Coordinating Committee, an assembly
composed of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, former Republican
pre~1dential candidates Alf M. Landon, Richard M. Nixon, and Barry
Goldwater, the Republican Leadership of the Congress, and representatives of multiple other Republican organizations.
During this past Congressional sessitm the Coordinating Committee
held 3 sessions, maintained 6 task forces and approved and published
nationally 13 task force reports. The Republican Coordinating
Committee continues as an increasingly positive force in the examination of party policies and party operations. Its. proposals and task
force recommendations represent strong and consistent evidence of
Republican thought and action.
As in previous years, the Leadership statements for 1966 are being
published as a Senate document. They appear on the following
pages and are indexed as to the issue covered.
Ill
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BUDGET

March 10, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has been less than fully
candid with the American people and the Congress about its spending
programs. Its budget explanations have been far from concise and
clear.
For 3 years the budgets have been consistent in two mattersthey have contained built-in deficits and they have failed to establish
priorities.
During this time the war in Vietnam has escalated but there was
little effort through the budget to set priorities for future needs. The
result has been a multitude of sizable supplemental appropriations.
This year's budget is $13 billion higher than the- one submitted a
year a~o. The President says, however, it contains a deficit of "only"
$1.8 billion. What he has failed to tell the American people is tliat
this small deficit is fiscal chicanery. He has cut from this budget
some $200 million in popular programs which he knows the Congress
will undoubtedly restore. He has grossly understated the needs of
the Defense Department for fiscal 1967. He also fails to mention
that $5.2 billion of his added revenue is a 1-year proposition only.
The Government will gain in this 1 year $1.6 billion from coin clipping
by removing silver from our coinage and another $3.6 billion from the
speedup in tax collections.
In presenting his budget the President said that despite fighting in
Vietnam the war on povert:y must also be escalated. For this he
asked an increase of $300 million in antipoverty funds. And yet, on
March 8, his antipoverty Director informed the Congress the poverty
war is being curtailed because of the Vietnamese fighting.
The budgets with their yearly deficits have helped breed inflation
and yet the Administration scoffs at inflation. With high taxes, high
prices, hi~h spending, high deficits-the Great Society has become the
High Socxety.
It is time for the Johnson-Humphrey Administration to present
precise, more realistic figure and candid budgetary estimates to the
American people so that they may judge truly how much they are
spending to meet the Administration's vast commitments here and
abroad.
March 10, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has failed to reassure the
American people and the Congress concerning inflation, the war in
Vietnam, and xts future tax programs.
1

2

PRESS CONFERENCE STATEMENTS

PRESS CONFERENCE STATEMENTS

Inflation is ~~:mnting at a rapid rate due in la.rg~ part to fiscal and
budgetary pohe1es of the Johnson-Humphrey AdmlnlBtra.tion. Prices
vary from day to day but continue to move higher and higher. This
affects not only the public but the purchase of goods and services by
the Government as well.
. The war in Vietnam is escalating but the Administration has not
ffi!ormed the American people how big it will get nor how costly it
will become.
Excise tax cuts given by Congress a year ago are being rescinded
at the request of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration. There is
continued talk of new tax increases to come later this year.
Perhaps the most dangerous sign of a new Johnson-Humphrey
power grab has been the floating of "trial balloons" on standby or
emergency powers for the President to raise or lower taxes and perhaps
impose direct wage and price controls at will.
· Republicans take sharp issue with this proposal. The Congress
should !lot further abdicate its constitutional t~xing responsibility.
Republicans are unalterably opposed to grantmg standby taxing
powers or standby wage and price control authority to the President.
For t~ese reasons, the Republican Lea?ership !ltrongly endorses
a resolutiOn adopted by the Senate Republican Policy Committee on
March 8. That resolution reads in part as follows:
Resolved, In view of the Clear language of article I, section 8
of the U.S. Constitution we are unalterably opposed to
granting to the President of the United States any standby,
emergency, or other authority to raise or lower taxes.

Item: On reduction of foreign aid (authorization), 1965. This was
defeated by 41 votes. 38 of these were automatic-Democratic freshman votes.
.Item: 9n f.oreign aid authorization (reco~mittal), 1966. Recomnuttal failed by 2 votes. 36 of the automatiC-Democratic freshmen
voted against recommittal.
.Item: On antipoverty program expansion (recommittal). Recomnuttal was defeated by 49 votes. 39 of these were automatic-Democratic freshman votes.
Item: On the repeal of 14(b)-the right to work. The bill passed
by 18 votes. 41 votes for it were automatic-Democratic freshman
votes.
Item: On rent subsidies (recommittal). The margin was eight
votes. Thirty-six automatic-Democratic freshmen voted to keep
this bill alive.
Says Fortune magazine (September 1966):
* * * those 45 provided the saving margin for a number of the more expansive and expensive Administration
programs * * *.
This automatic-Democratic response by new Members of the House
was echoed by that of the rest of the top-heavy Democratic majority
in. the House. The push-button, the computer, the rubber-stamp
~telded by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration were in full force
m every instance. The result: a travesty on the legislative process
a gross disservice to the will and the wishes of the American people:
No free society can long survive dominance by an unthinking
computer, nor dominance by an unthinking, unrestrained top-heavy
legislative majority. This Democratic Congress, with its' 294 to 139
majc;>rity in the House all:d its 67 to 33 majority in the Senate, has
lost tts mdependence. It ts the tool of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration. Th~ ;Administra.ti?:t:l and this D~mocratic Congfess must
bear full and JOIDt resp~mstbtlity for the fatlures a!ld the continuing
problems we face. Thts fact cannot be contradtcted. Its simple
arithmetic cannot be argued.
In c;>ur great tr~dit~on, the will of the majority must prevail, yet
the wtll. of t);le mmonty mus~ both be :t:espected and remain vital if,
as has mvanably happened m world history, an overwhelming majority, seeking unreasoning power, is not to silence, subdue and then
suffocate the essential minority.
'
We cannot believe for a moment that the American people will
any longer accept a push-button Congress or consensus by computer.
We believe they. a.gree increa~ingly that only. in a healthy balance of
numbers and optmons can this free land survtve and prevail.
Therefore, Mr. President: Our Question of the Week:

CoNGRESS-THB MINORITY RoLE

September 22, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
Mr. President, our Question-of the Week:

Can We Afford Your Automatic-Democratic Congress?
This may be, in some respects1 a push-button world. It may be in
some respects, a computer civilization. It may be, here and th~re
that the rubber stamp has its proper place and function. But, th~
p_ush-button, the computer and the rubber stamp wielded in the White
House have not yet won the approval of the American people where
their Representatives and Senators in the Congress are concerned.
Does the Johnson-Humphrey Administration want not only a blank
check but P.ush-button, COD!P~terized, ru~ber-stamp voting in the
Senate and m the House? This the Amencan people will no longer
tolerate.
Proo~ positive of this Administration's push-button psychology is
the votmg record of those 45 freshman Democrats elected in 1964
fr?m districts formerly Republican, whose automati~ responses to the
WIShes of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration are recorded for all
to see.

Can we afford your automatic-Democratic Congress?

s. Doc. 118, 89.-2.---2
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September 22, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
Mr. President, our Question of the Week:

Can we Afford Your Automatic-Democratic Congress?
Seldom has the hypocrisy of numbers been better illustrated than
in the voting during this past week on the civil rights bill. The
Republican minority and its Leadership in the Senate. h~ve ~een indicated and damned by the Johnf?on-Humphrey Admimstratwn and
its Democratic majority for having killed the civil rights bill. How,
conceivably, can men of intelligence and good will so overlook that
same simple arithmetic to which Mr. Ford has just made reference?
There are 67 Democrats in the Senate. There are 33 Republicans.
This being so, how under heaven, can it be concluded that the
Republicans defeated civil rights? Had the Johnson-Humphrey
Administration truly wished it, had the Democrats in the Senate
truly sought it, the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966 would, without
doubt, at this very moment, be the law of the land. As one writer
put it in comment on the classic question of "Who killed Cock
Robin?" it had to be a Democratic arrow-not that of the Republican
minority.
Happily for the Nation's best interest, fortunately for the f~eedom
of the individual, the Republican minority, outnumbered as It was,
reflected the will of our people to a degree that made converts of
regular Democrats and resulted in a vote that assured the right of
every American to preserve the integrity of his own judgment and to
determine the future of his own home.
The will of the people in this instance prevailed, but it could never
have done so if a determined minority had not made clear the issues
involved and in so doing won the respect and the response of many
others.
It is unwise, it is dangerous and it can be disastrous, when an overwhelming majority is permitted to prevail without question or hindrance. Only as a majority is repeatedly questioned and checked by a
strong minority can the foundations of this Republic be preserved.
That we, a present minority, would welcome majori~ status is undeniable, but until that inevitable day we believe It all-important to the
American people that our numbers and our hand be strengthened
sufficiently to outlaw forever from Capital Hill the push-button, the
computer, the soulless rubber-stamp.
Therefore, Mr. President, our Question of the Week:
Can we afford your automatic-Democratic Congress?
THE CREDIBILITY GAP

March 31, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
There's no longer a "credibility gap"-it's become a credibility
canyon-and it's widening between the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and the American people with every week that goes by.
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Dateline, March 15, the New York Times:
Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Fowler indicated
today that he believed that there had been excessive alarm
in business circles about the boom economy.
Dateline, March 23, the New York Times:
President Johnson, citing some decline in business indicators, made clear today that he was not yet con~ced that
a tax increase was needed to slow down economic expansion and inflation.
Dateline, March 24, the Baltimore Sun:
In a notable exhibition of Administration teamwork,
Henry H. Fowler, Secretary of the Treasury, today reiterated what President Johnson said late yesterday-there
is no reason at the moment to ask for an anti-inflation tax
increase.
And yesterday, March 30, following announcement of a 0.5-percent
nationwide cost-of-living increase, the front pages of the press across
the country reported that the President favors a 5- to 7-percent tax
rise if one is needed. How do you spell 11credibility"? What can we
believe?
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration must take about $5 billion
annually out of the economy if inflation !s to be check~d and a rece.ssion prevented. It does not have the wtsh, nor the Wit, nor the w1ll
to reduce expenditures, hence it must increase taxes.
The checking of inflation could be achieved, as Republicans have
long maintained, by.a reduction of wholly unwise Fe~eral expenditures
and by other essent1al fiscal, monetary, and economic reforms.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has elected the alternative
of new taxes.
Dateline, March 30, the Wall Street Journal- 11Consumers Boil
About Widespread Increases ; Many Attempt a Revolt." Whom can
we best believe on the high and rising cost of livin~-'America's homemakers and wage earners or a Democratic Admmistration that will
not see will not hear, and will not believe these frightening facts of
econom'ic life?
June 9, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
James Reston in the New York Times on May 17 last, wrote:
What he (L.B.J.) wants is worthy of the faith and confidence of the Nation, but this is precisely what he does not
have, because his techniques blur his conviction * * *.
He is mixing up news and truth * * *. He is confronted,
in short, with a crisis of confidence * * *.
This statement expresses a point of view and a deep regret, both of
which we fully share.
On May 25, 1966, 19 distinguished Republican members of the
House of Representatives, including the entire leadership, cataloged
and summarized on the floor of the House the detailed reasons why
this crisis of confidence has resulted. We have seen this in almost
every aspect of the domestic scene. It has been revealed in the
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President's budget messages and management. It has appeared in
the war on poverty. It has emerged relative to the NASA program.
It was vivid in wage-price guidepost disputes with labor and with
management. It was startling in his action on surplus sales of
industrial stockpiles and farm products. It became bewildering in
Federal job multiplication figures. It surfaced again in appointments
to high level offices. It proved shocking in the President's uncertain
assessment of the economy. In all these categories of confidence
doubt has developed and the American people have, not at all surprisingly, steadily lost faith in a President who is rapidly losing touch
with them. A consensus of no confidence is coming to IJass.
Constructively, positively, let it be recorded here and now that the
Republican opposition wants with all of its heart and energy to support
the President of the United States when he is either right or of the
right intent. In such cases it will always do so, but the Republicans
in the Congress-and, indeed, the Democrats in Congress as wellcannot know what is right or of right intent in the President's policies
unless they have the facts upon which to base their judgments. The
facts are all too seldom ,pven us by this Administration.
There are those in this Administration who appear to believe that
half-a-truth is better than none. We disagree. Where the American
people at home are concerned we must have the whole truth. Where
the American people in their foreign interests and national security are
concerned, we must be given every fact possible consistent with our
safety. Given such facts as to domestic and foreign policy, we in
Congress will, with all the people, be reassured that the soundest, the
sanest, the best possible decisiOns will be made in the days to come.
As of this date, as the record so clearly proves, we have not been
given and ·are not being ~ven the vital facts of American life by the
Johnson-Humphrey Admmistration.' We do not charge the Administration with falsehood but we do claim it has failed to reveal the whole
truth. This being so, this crisis of confidence is inevitable and the
consequent danger to the American people is great.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

economic fever and to restore something of the promise a once
healthy economy had.
Belatedly acknowledging as "a cruel and unjust tax on all the
people" the inflation now raging throughout the country-inflation
created in great part by your actions-you indicated, first, an intention
to cut all Federal expenditures to the fullest extent possible. Inasmuch as this primary and fundamental brake on inflation was recommended to you by Republicans and documented in detail by us 9
months ago, why has this announcement of good intent been so long
delayed? Specifically how-specifically where-and specifically
when-will you order such budget cuts? Will you demand of your
Democrat-controlled Congress that it take the action required on the
eight appropriation bills still remaining before it? Will you slow
down the multimillion dollar Great Societ;y programs already in your
hands? Will you, in short, act-now? Republicans stand ready, as
always, to help in such actions.
Second, you recommended that the 7-percent investment tax credit
be made temporarily inoperative. Could this have any possible
effect on our inflated economy for at least another 6 months? Is your
proposal a breach of good faith with the industrial, small business, and
farm communities?
Third, you recommended suspension of the use of accelerated depreciation on structures started or transferred after September 1 of this
year. Do you believe this a factor of consequence in limiting construction activity and costs? Upon what basis was this remarkable
conclusion reached? Even if valid, how soon could it have any
beneficial effect-if it had any at all?
Fourth, you urged the Federal Reserve Board to lower interest. rates
and so ease the tight money burden. How odd that your Administration and your Democrats in Congress, allegedly so devoted to low
interest rates and loose money should for so long have made high
interest rates inevitable by your reckless spending policies and
prograins.
Fifth, you urged deferment of certain Federal borrowing to alleviate
credit pressures. Here again you have at long last but much too
late endorsed a clear.and firm Republican recommendation of many
months ago. As a New York Times editorial put it last Tuesday,
September 13:
Even more important, the decision is a sign that the administration may have finally realized that it cannot really be
fiscally responsible so long as it indulges in financial
gimmickry.
Why this delay, Mr. President? Why such uncertainty? Why such
fear of the future?
This is exactly: that uncertainty-that growing fear-that is
spreading so rapidly among all our people. They are uncertain,
they are bewildered as to the future-the future of the economy, the
future of their jobs, the future of the Nation, the future of their
children in every aspect of their lives.
Therefore, Mr. President and Democratic Members of the Congress,
most sincerely and respectfullyOur Question of the Week:

Mr. President, What can we believe?
CREDIBILITY-PUBLIC TRUST

September 15, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
Mr. President and' Democratic Members of the Congress:
The American people are troubled, confused, and terribly uncertain
as to the future. Tlieir worry and their uncertainty have their basis
'in both the actions and the inaction of your AdminiStration, to which
they look hopefully for a leadership still sadly lacking.
The most recent of the nationwide surveys of public opinion confirms this fact, indicating clearly that in six vital areas of domestic
concern-fiscal and monetary policy, civil rights, the war on poverty,
the farm problem, the curbing of inflation, and labor-management
relations-less than half of our people have been able to maintain
their confidence in you over these many months.
On Thursday last you presented to the Congress and the people a
five-point program hopefully designed to cool our Nation's growing

When will the trust and confidence of the people be restored?
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September 15, 1966

THE NATIONAL EcoNoMY

By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
Mr. President and Democratic Members of the Congress:
As these problems multiply at home-and abroad-and as the ~n
certainty among our people grows, we look to the weeks ahead With
apprehension and understandably wonder what the future may hold.
As increasing reference is made to a possible adjournment of the
Congress by mid-October, election day, November 8, draws closer
and we wonder more and more what the immediate period thereafter
mayb~.
. .
.
Froin trme to time, for example, you and your A.dmmiStra twn and
you Democrats in Congress have suggested a tax mcrease as one of
the means available for checking inflation. Mr. President, do you
plan to recommend to your Democratic Congress an increase in our
already heavy income taxes, after November 81
Equally often, spokesmen for this Administration, including yourseH Mr. President, have made reference to wage-and-price controls as
an ~lternative inflation check. Most recently, a Democratic Senate
leader urged that authority for standby controls be given you. Do
you have in mind the imposition of wage-and-price controls, ajter
November 8th'!

. .

In an address to the American Farm Economics AssoCiatiOn, a
prominent official of your Administration ~Y: inference w_rot;e off as
uneconomical and needless more than 2 million of AmeriCa s small
farms and farmers. Is it contemplated that this farm elimination
program shall be undertaken by your Democratic Congress, Mr.
.
President, after November 8th'!
The rumor persists with each passing day that the antipoverty
program of your Administration, so loudly hailed and so extravagantly
administered is under survey by the Bureau of the Budget, at your
order, as the 'first step toward its dismantl~ment. Is this, too, ~orne
thing planned for actton by your DemocratiC Congress, Mr. Prestdent,
a~
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November 8th'!

Your Secretary of the Treasury and your Secretary of Comm~ce ,
in testifying this week before t~e H~use Ways and Means Con;umttee
on certain of your proposals Identified th.em. as "an essential a~d
enduring part of our tax structure." Earlier m the year, they satd
they were opposed to any "tinkering" with these credits for economic
purposes. Yet now, apparently under pressure, they blandly endorse
such "tinkering." Will this "tinkering" continue, after November 8th'!
Our peaple cannot long endure such uncertainties. They cannot
live nor work effectively without trust and confidence. Therefore,
Mr. President and Democratic Members of the Congress, most
respectfully and sincerely,
Our Question of the Week:
When will the trust and confidence of the people be restored?

March 17, 1966

By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
In its manpower report of last week the Johnson-Humphrey Administration offered a politically attractive but far from complete account
of the national economr,. The decline in unemploym~nt to 3.7 percent was hailed as a milestone on the road to realizatiOn of our full
economic potential.
.
All Americans are pleased that few~r of the~ cou~trymen are wtthout jobs. We hope that every Amencan seeking a JOb find~ one at a
decent living wage. Most of all, however, we hope Amencans can
find ftill and ·continuing employm~nt in a nation at P,eace . .
A sober examination of figures this mappower rep?rt d~d not mclud~,
however, raises a cruelly serious questiOn. . ~s thi_s bng~t econ1;m~tc
picture due to real prosperity as the AdmmiStratton clarms or ts 1t,
rather, due to the bloody facts of war in Vietnam?
The harshest fact is that during the/:ast 12 months over 268,000
Americans were inducted into the Arme Forces. On the surface, one
of the most heartening statistics concerns the sharp decline in unemployment among men under 25. The number of unemployed in this
age group dropped by 1~0,000 in the past. year. Dunng. this same
period 264,757 men in this age group were mducted. Obvtously, the
total decline in unemployment in this group can be accounted for
mainly by the draft. This would hardly appear a milestone on the
road to national economic health.
Unemployment always declines during wartime. Without blush_ing,
the manpower report states it has been more than 12 years smce
unemployment was lo~er than it is now. They cho~e to .emphasize
1953 but failed to mentiOn that the Korean war was still bemg fought
then. They could have cited an even more dramatic figure-tJ:e
1.2 percent unemployment rate of 1944, when a global war was still
being fought.
. .
This is another glaring example of the Johnson-HuJ?p.hrey AdJ?IDIStration's political double standards. . They are clarmtng :~redtt for
giving the American people pr?spertty and wh~t they call rec.ord
peacetime employment. In this they are playmg cruelly cyrucal
politics by disregarding the wartime boom and the warttme draft
calls that contribute so significantly to their statistics.
March 17, 1966

By Senator Dirksen:
A new game has made its appearance in Washington, and the name
of the game is "Statistics." To win, you have to be able to tell everybody everything they'd like to hear-and back it up with figures.
Relevancx and accuracy of the figures are not important. The
Johnson-Humphrey Administration plays the game of "Statistics"
with consummate skill.
For instance, a new program is often justified by saying it will cost
less than 1 percent of the gross national product, as though GNP
were some vast kitty upon which we could draw to finance these
programs. And Democratic Administration cohorts po~t with pride
to a $47.6 billion growth in the GNP for last year. Blissfully, they
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ignore the fact that $13.5 billion of this growth is due to price increases;
in other words, inflation. Although of questionable accuracy, GNP
is a useful tool in measuring national production of goods and services,
but loses its meaning when used for political purposes.
And the Johnson-Hum_phrey AdministratiOn does conjure with
GNP figures for political reasons. Every_ supposedly productive
dollar transaction 1S dutifully tabulated. Notwithstanding the size
of the GNPt every time the price of bread and milk goes up it's a bang
in the paycneck. And, of course, GNP goes up, too. Every time
rent goes up, it's a bang in the paycheck, and, of course, GNP goes up
as well. What's really happening here is that when GNP goes up
inflation is tearing off more of your paycheck.
Republicans have mentioned the Johnson-Humphrey sleight-ofhand budget. But how about the national debt? How much does
the Nation actually owe? Congress and the public know about the
$323.7 billion statutory debt. But there are no accurate reports on
the indirect debt, meaning debt commitments for which no funds
have been made available. This includes the $300 billion owed to
the social security fund and the $40 billion owed to the civil service
retirement fund. It also includes $420 billion in contingent liabilities.
In all, they have not accounted for over $1,000 billion-trillion to
you-in such indirect debts. Republicans have repeatedl_y sought
such an accounting without success. Twice bills demanding such
re~rts have passed the Senate.
The game of fiscal and statistical hocus-pocus has become the rule
of the day in Washington. The American people know blarney when
they see 1t and know they cannot win.
FARM PRICES

June 16, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
On March 31 last, the Secretary of Agriculture, Orville L. Freeman, announced that the prices of farm products had dropped during
the preceding weeks and expressed delight in this fact. The press
throughout the Nation reported his elation in detail and farmers
throughout America reacted a~y.
The New York Times began 1ts report on the situation in this way:
Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman expressed
pleasure today with the fact that the prices of farm products
had dropped recently.
It was the first time in the memory of Federal farm
officials that a Secretary of Agriculture indicated that
he was pleased with a decrease in farm prices. Like Mr.
Freeman, the officials were happy to note that consumers
would benefit from lower prices by this summer.
Let me repeat that last sentence:
Like Mr. Freeman, the officials were happy to note that
consumers would benefit from lower prices by this summer.
There is only one flaw in this statement. It simply isn't true. Paradoxically, as farm prices have moved steadily downward, retail food
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prices have risen even more rapidly and the Department of Labor's
cost-of-living index has continued to climb to record highs.
Secretary Freeman, Economic Adviser Gardner Ackley, and each of
the other prominent agricrats have tried, repeatedly and with zeal,
to make the American farmer and his family the whipping boys for
the inflation that is steadily takin8 more and more dollars from the
pockets of every American. The housewives of America should be
told that 61 percent of the cost of the food in their market baskets is
added after it leaves the farm. I repeat-the housewives of America
should be told that 61 percent of the cost of the food in their market
baskets is added after it leaves the farm.
The cold, hard fact of the matter is that the rising costs of living in
this country can be attributed primarily to the excessive, reckless
spending of our people's money for wasteful, too often unnecessary
programs conceived by the so-called Great Society planners and concurred in by the great majority of Democrats in Congress.
Secretary Freeman has alleged that during his tenure of office the
American farmer has enjoyed a 50-percent increase in his income. Will
all the farmers who have enjoyed a real income increase of 50 percent
please stand up? Or, better yet, let the Administration and the
Congress hear from you by letter, wire, or telephone. Farm or~aniza
tions, farm state newspapers, farm leaders, and countless individual
farmers from coast to coast are boiling with an~er over the policies and
practices of this Administration which are drtving farm prices swiftly
downward and consumer costs harshly upward with each passing day.
Let there be no mistake. The Johnson-Humphrey Administration
is using and abusing American farmers and ranchers as the scapegoats
of inflation. To this statement I attach a listing of specific examples
and I invite your attention tQ it.
When the agricrats of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration impose
policies and practices which help no one and harm everyone, the Congress and the American people are fully justified in their anger. The
boiling point is near at hand.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:
Mr. President, are you going to keep prices down on the farm?
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration is using and abusing
American farmers and ranchers as the scapegoats of inflation:
(1) By domestic fiscal policies which have sharply increased farm
productiOn costs;
(2) By market price manipulations which have decreased prices
received by farmers, with the result that the present p_arity ratio
stands at only 79, even including direct subsidies, despite Democratic
promises of 100;
(3) By refusing to admit that increased consumer prices-increased
food costs to the housewife and the w~e earner-have not been caused
by farmers, such consumer prices havtng risen steadily as farm prices
have as steadily decreased;
(4) By recommending drastic cuts in congressional appropriations
for school milk, school lunches, land grant colleges, and other vital
programs;

'
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(5) By the Secretary of Agriculture's dumping of huge quantities of
grain at unrealistic pnces upon the domestic market in order to break
and depress grain and livestock market prices;
(6) By the Department of Commerce action of March 7, 1966,
imposing restriction on the export of cattle hides, calf and kip skins,
such action resulting in lower domestic livestock products;
(7) By a large and unilateral increase in Cheddar cheese imports,
without any attempt being made to secure reciprocal trade concessions
from other nations to :ifinand U.S. agricultural exports overseas;
(8) By a sharp curt · ent of purchases of pork and of butter and
other dairy products by the Department of Defense; and, I repeat(9) By the Secretary of Agriculture's expression of pleasure Wlth the
fact that prices of farm products have dropped.

with particular force and eloquence in an editorial that first appeared
in the Walsh County Record published at Grafton, N. Dak., on
May 19 last, in which these two paragraphs seem to me especially
pertinent:
Mr. President: This is either the fifth or sixth draft of
this brief comment. The first, written in instantaneous
anger a couple or weeks ago was, after overnight reflection,
, discarded as just too furious. In the intervening days,
there's been a mighty struggle going on to temper our fury
down to rage, and then to wrath, and then to ind!gnation.
That seems to be as far as the emotion can be distilled.
When you and your appointed aids announce that you
are going to control inflation by making war on farm prices,
you've set a grass fire, Mr. President. For the fact is, war is
never waged against an abstraction, like prices. War is waged
against people. In this case, us.
We repeat" * * * against people. In this case, us."
I suggest that we listen now to the men and the women who feed
the Nation-taxpayers like all the rest of us. I suggest we stop
listening to these agricrats in Washington, far removed from the
farmlands and even further removed from reality.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

June 16, 1B66
By Senator Dirksen:
When farm prices go down and farm production costs rise-when
the taxpayer's living costs rise and his dollar earnings decrease in
• value-the American people are experiencing what is known in some
circles as the double whammy. The Johnson-Humphrey Administration's "double whammy" on this Nation is now past all endurance.
For the a~crats of this Administration to contend or even to imply
that the price of farm products is a cause of inflation is ridiculous.
The principal cause of the inflation now upon us throughout America
is, rather, the wild, willful and witless spending of the JohnsonHumphrey Administration and its supporters in countless needless
areas.
Inflation is on the move throughout the Nation. Should it become
rampant-as it threatens to do-those who will suffer most will be
those in the lowest income brackets. Make no misjudgements about
this whatever.
Thus far, this administration's mai9r attack upon rapidly rising
living costs has been directed-wholly misdirected-against farm
prices. Living costs cannot be reduced significantly by any such
action, even though the Administration's economic advisers appear to
think so. With farm prices down 13 percent and retail food prices
up 16 percent between America's wars of 1951 in Korea and 1966 in
Vietnam, it should be clear even to these agricrats that the real
villain confronting them is the inflation so steadily promoted by their
reckless spending for needless programs and not by the prices down on
the farm.
Let it be recorded here and now that our vigorous protest against
these policies is neither partisan nor improperly political.
We invite the attention of the Congress, the press, and the public
to the several resolutions that have been filed from both sides of the
aisle in a dedicated effort to meet this problem squarely-Senate
Concurrent Resolution 93 and Senate Concurrent · Resolution 88,
among others-and we commend without reservation the fairminded
determination of the Republican and Democratic Senators sponsoring
them.
Meanwhile, down on the farm, the public anger to which we have
referred is finding ever greater expression with each .passing dayand we in the Congress are well aware of it. It has found voice
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August 5, 1B66
By Representative Gerald R. Fol!d:
Democratic Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Freeman, met in
Washington last week m a closed session with a number of Democratic candidates for reelection to Congress, to discuss Democratic
tactics and techniques of the coming campaign.
A reporter from the Chicago Tribune was present and recorded
that Democratic political discussion in detail. Among other things,
he wrote:
Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman has· told Democratic congressional candidates at a closed briefing that they
must overcome deep resentment in farm areas and should
stay away from discussion of inflation. * * *
A candidate from Columbus, Ohio, told Freeman that a
poll in his district showed that the major issue was inflation
and he sought advice on how to handle questions about the
increased cost of living.
"I've been trying to figure out an answer to that question
for 6 years," Freeman replied. "Slip, slide, and duck any
question of higher consumer prices if you possibly can."
"Don't get caught in a debate over higher frices between
housewives and farmers," he cautioned. 111 you do, and
have to choose a side, take the farmers' side. It's the right
side, and besides, housewives aren't riearly as well organized."
These are unbelievable statements by the Democratic Secretary of
Agriculture. The American people Will find theiQ. unbelievable.
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America's farmers and America's housewives will find them not only
unbelievable but intolerable. A strong reaction to them is both
certain and deserved.
The attitude revealed by these statements has consistently characterized the Johnson-Humphrey Administration. Its failure to tell
the whole truth about inflation; about V~etnam, about taxatio11, about
the poverty program, about Government employment, about foreign
aid, about the budget, has been almost unequaled in our political
history-.
As the days go by will the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and
its Democrat-controlled Congress continue to "slip, slide, and duck"
the great and crucial issues that confront the Nation? Will the Great
Unorganized of the Nation-the housewives, the majority of wage
earners, the small businessmen, the independent professional people,
parents, and the young people, be increasingly ignored because they
do not fit the Freeman formula of "slip, slide, and duck" unless
they're organized?
Among the Great Unorganized, too, are our schoolchildren-the
very ones whose daily school milk Secretary Freeman and this Administration seek to cut back so drastically.
In further reference to our farm population, the Chicago Tribune
story continues:
"There is a reaction far deeper and more bitter than I
could ever have anticipated among the Nation's farmers
over recent remarks by administration officials concerning
farm prices," Freeman told the candidates. "Farmers know
what tremendous minority they are and they are very
sensitive."
Are we asked to assume from this disparaging reference that our
farmers are an unimportant, as well as a sensitive, minority? Are
we expected to conclude from this that the great unorganized majority
of Americans are to be disregarded by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration in the months ahead? Can we expect, that not alone on
the issue of inflation, but on every other issue of importance to our
peoJ>!e, this wretched philosophy, this unworthy attitude, this shockIng Freeman formula, will prevail?
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

housewives, I can only conclude that he has sadly underestimated
the power of America's women.
There is not a single issue of our time that is not of paramount
concern to the housewives of America. Foremost among these are
the issues of inflation and the war in Vietnam. None know their
impact so intimately; none are more willing to make whatever sacrifice
may be needed to solve them ; none are so undeserving of such official
scorn as the women who make the homes and shape the future of the
Nation. I hope, indeed I am certain, that this downgrading of
America's housewives will bring forth from them a resentment and a
reaction that will be fierce and formidable.
During the past several months, we Republicans in loyal opposition
have, in addition to the makin~ of positive and constructive proposals
for administrative and legislative action, addressed specific questions
to the Johnson-Humphrey Administration. Our intentions in this
have been honorable. Our objectives have been in the public interest.
These questions, making reference to the important issues of the time,
have read as follows:
(On the high cost of living):
Mr. President, what are you doing about the rising cost of living?
(On poverty):
Mr. President, why is the war on poverty being lost?
(On credibility):
Mr. President, what can we believe?
(On farm prices):
Mr. President, are you going to keep prices down on the farm?
(On fore~n aid) :
Mr. President, why are we losing our money and our friends?
(On inflation) :
Mr. President, why do :you brag about inflation?
To date, in reply to these questions, there has come from the
Johnson-Humphrey AdministratiOn only a deep and pregnant silence,
from which we can only assume that the Freeman formula of "slip,
slide, and duck" is of much earlier origin and application than last
week. Will the Democratic campaign theme song this year be:
"We Will Slip, Slide, and Duck Our Way to Victory"?
In fairness to the Congress and the American people these questions
should be answered, these issues must be faced, these problems must
be solved. Republicans in Congress and across the country have
repeated their willingness and demonstrated their ability to propose,
and to cooperate fully with respect to, such solutions but in this great
Republic of ours, the public interest requires that the majority show
an equal readiness to cooperate, an equal willingness to face the facts
squarely and with courage. The Freeman formula of "slip, slide, and
duck" mdicates quite clearly that the Administration and its overwhelming Democratic congressional majorities have neither the wit
not the wish nor the will to do so.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

Mr. President, will the Democrats "slip, slide, and duck" every issue?
August 5, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
"* * * and besides, housewives aren't nearly as well organized."
Thus spake Democratic Secretary Freeman. Must we conclude
from this that the age of chivalry IS indeed dead? Must we assume
that America's housewives are of no consequence in the eyes of the
Johnson-Humphrey Administration?
I, for one, do not believe that the age of chivalry has passed.
Indeed, I like to believe it is in full flower, despite these Democratic
spokesmen. As for Secretary Freeman's indifference to the Nation's

Mr. President, will the Democrats "slip, slide1 and duck" every issue?
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By Senator Dirksen:
The foreign aid debate in the House of Representatives last week
and the continuing debate in the Senate reflect increasingly not
merely the concern but the anger and the alarm of the American
people with regard to this program.
At the time of its inception in June of 1947, when our then Secretary
of State, the late General Marshall, s.timulated a. massive progra.:r;n of
financial assistance to war-torn Europe the need for and the ment of
the program were clear. It is no longer true in Europ~ and in count;
less other nations around the world to whom the Amencan taxpayers
dollars have been funneled year after yes.r after .Y~r.
,
During these past two decades more than $125 billion of our peoples
money have been shipped abroad for the announced purpbse of
stemming Communism, creating economic stability, encouraging representative government, and nourishing so-ca.lled underdeveloped
nations.
La.tely these objectives have been poorly served. This global dole
must be 'curtailed. The time to .s tart is now.
In my more detailed remarks to this end on the Senate floor I
have offered not only what I believe to be a. reliab~e an~ a. responsible
criticism in detail with regard to the total foreign a.Id problem of
today but have added, in equal detail, positive and constructive
suggestions for immediate and ultimate remedy of many of the
program's defects.
.
Getting dough out of Uncle Sam has become a way of life for the
rest of the world-a. very happy way of life for many foreign nations
but a drain upon America's economic lifeblood that can no longer
be tolerated.
Here at home, the General Accountin~ Office has conducted an
almost surgical dissection of the foreign aid program in recent years
which, if publicized in detail, would make not only our taxpayers but
even the angels weep.
Not only has it reqlli!ed 'Yeeks of pains~a.king effort to learn .t~e
true facts about our forei~n atd program whiCh I have presented; 1t 1s
infinitely more diflicult-1f not impossi~le-to learn fro~ ou: alleged
friends abroad just ho:W they are spendmg our money, smce 1~ <?ountless instances they will not permit even an elementary audttmg of
their books. How sharper than a serpent's tooth is an ungrateful
friend!
Despite America's extraordinary generosity, Communism continues
rampant over half the globe. We make no new friends and we are
losing old ones. I am reminded of an old rhyme which reads:
When I had money, I had friends! loaned my money to my friends! asked my money of my friendsAnd I lost my money and my friends.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
The budget, the President tells us, is in danger-and he calls upon
Congress to make drastic cuts in it. He tells us that unless this
Democrat-controlled Cong!ess curbs its excessive spending, inflation
is inevitable and that he Will face the harsh choice of imposing controls
or asking for a tax increase.
The recklessly swollen budget which he presented to the Congress is
wholly his and his Administration's doing. The excessive spending to
which he alludes with alarm can be stopped, overnight, by a word from
him to his overwhelming Democratic majority in the Congress. Let
me remind the President and his Democratic troops in the Congress
that the Republicans have, for 18 months and more, been urging
drastic cuts m nonessential Government spending.
The primary cause of the inflation which he now fears but which
every other American has felt for months is that excessive Federal
spending which from the first days of his Administration has been
planned, proposed, and pushed.
The alternatives for checking this current inflation are indeed clear:
a tax increase as the President intimated, wage and price controls, or
a truly effective reduction in nonessential Federal spending. A
reductwn in nonessential Federal spending is the most desirable and
urgent. The President and his top-heavy congressional majority can
do this at once if they have the will to do so. Republicans will continue vigorously to support responsible reductions in nonessential
Federal spending.
Senator Dirksen has made crystal clear, as have other Republicans
in both the Senate and the House, one wide-open area in which just
such a reduction in needless spending can be achieved-that of foreign
aid.
Mounting evidence of waste in our foreign aid program in recent
years is startling and shocking. It has been pinpointed and dramatized repeatedly not alone by the Republican minority but by the
sound recommendations of such highly esteemed and wholly objective
private groups as the International Economic Policy Association and
the Administration's own bipartisan Advisory Committee on Private
Enter_prise in Foreign Aid.
1. Emphasis upon private investment pr()jects; 2. Increase in our
dollar earnings through Public Law 480; 3. Far more selective allocation of foreign aid; 4. Emphasis on aid to "self-help" nations· 5. A
reexamination of the financing activities of the international l~nding
institutions; 6. The imposing of a drastic new discipline upon the
Agency for International Development; 7. Development of these
foreign nations' own resources; 8. A hardheaded, cold-eyed demand
that the nations to which we lend or grant funds meet their obligations to us honorably and in full or be promptly cut off-these are
among the available, the very practical steps the Johnson-Humphrey
Administration and its Democratic majority in Congress can takeand can take now.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

Mr. President, why are we losing our money and our friends?

Mr. President, why are we losing our money and our friends?
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FoREIGN PoLICY-THE ALL-AsiAN CoNFERENCE

Vietnam now totals more than 325,000 men, 23,000 more than in the
Korean war. The latest U.S. casualty fu!:ures report 967 killed and
wounded in 1 week, the highest in any 7-c:lay period so far.
For many months the Russians have supplied-in ever increasing
volume-the weapons and ammunition that are killing American boys
every day.
·
As thousands of American boys fight, bleed, and die in Vietnamas the Soviet Union-Communist Russia-announces an enormous
further increase in its economic and military aid to our enemies-this
Administration niust stop-and stop now-its trafficking with the
Russians in ways that can only result in Communist encouragement,
growth, and enrichment.
And on Friday, October 7, the President of the United States,
in addressing the National Conference of Editorial Writers, proudly
proclaimed:
We have just signed a new United States-Soviet cultural
agreement.
We intend to press for legislative authority to negotiate
trade agreements which would extend most-favored-nation
tariff treatment to European Communist states.
We have just concluded an air agreement with the Soviet
Union.
And today I am announcing the following new steps:
We will reduce export controls on East-West trade with
respect to hundreds of nonstrategic items.
I have just today signed a determination that will allow
the Export-Import Bank to guarantee commercial credits to
four additional Eastern European countries-Poland and
Hungary, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia * * *. The ExportImport Bank is prepared to finance exports for the SovietItalian Fiat auto plant.
We are negotiating a civil air agreement with the Soviet
Union * * *.
And with this announcement the President of the United States
included the comment: "This is good business and this will help us
* * *." If dealing with the enemy-who are dealing in nothing but
death to Americans in Vietnam-is good business, then truth and
honor have indeed been perverted beyond recall by this administration.
In 1952, the Eisenhower administration ended the Korean war and
kept the peace without surrender. That Administration's policy:
insistence that Communists toe the line in deeds and performance,
refusal to accept Communist words and promises.
Until the Communist world convinces us by act, not by word, that
it not only seeks peace but will so act as to preserve peace among
men, we will not be a party to any deal, any agreement, any arrangement, any treaty with Commumsts an~here in the world. Until
we--and our allies-commit ourselves Without qualification to such a
policy of strength we can expect only more Koreas, more Vietnams,
and an ever widening spread of Communist subversion, deceit, and
death dealing around the globe.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

August 25, 1966
By the Republican Leadership of the Congress:
Never before in American history has this Nation been involved
in a war more difficult, more unpopular, and so little understood.
Never before has any AdministratiOn been so frustrated in its foreign
policy or, as it now appears, so uncertain as to the next step to be
taken.
As you know, a proposal has been made, initially by the Foreign
Minister of Thailand, recommending the convening of an all-Asian
conference to work toward a just and peaceful settlement of the war
in Vietnam.
Because the securing of a just and honorable peace is the clear desire of every loyal American, we believe that the proposal of an allAsian peace conference deserves prompt and thorough consideration.
To those who remind us needlessly that neither Communist China
nor Communist North Vietnam would attend such a conference, we
reply that neither would the United States be a participant, but we
endorse unhesitatingly such a peace-seeking effort by all other Asian
nations. That Asian Communists disapprove or would oppose such
a conference should not surprise nor discourage us nor should it impede such an endeavor by men of good will elsewhere in Asia.
To those who recommend a reconvening of the Geneva Conference,
we must insist that such an approach is no longer viable nor valid,
because the approach must come from the Asian nations themselves.
A peaceful and honorable settlement of the conflict in Vietnam cannot now be originated, formulated or influenced by non-Asian interests. qn!Y. under A~ian skies, under Asian auspices, under Asian
responsibility and gmdance can such a move now be made with genuine hope of success.
The Republican Leadership emphasizes again its wholehearted support of our Armed Forces in southeast Asia. We reaffirm our determination that Communist aggression in South Vietnam shall be
overcome and that peace with freedom shall be reestablished in that
troubled land.
Our encouragement and endorsement of the proposal of an all-Asian
peace conference represents, in one respect, a new and important
Republican foreign policy position. It emphasizes once more, however, our determination that the Republican Party shall continue
strongly to maintain its historic and cherished position as the party of
peace.
FoREIGN PoLICY-RED TRADE

October 13, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
On the front page of the New York Times on Tuesday, October 4,
in adjoining columns, there appeared the following news reports. The
first was headed: "Soviet Announces New Pact for Aid to Hanoi's
R~~P-me. Additional program includes assistance for economy and
~tary needs." The.second was h~aded: "Air Talks Revived by
Umted States and Soviet * * * SerVIce may be opened next sprin~."
In the very same week the conflict in VIetnam became the third
largest war America has ever fought. American troop strength in

Mr. President: At home and abroad, what now- what next?
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June 9, 1966
By Senator Dirksen: ·
James Madison, fourth President of the United States, at a time
when our Nation was imperiled, wrote:
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance, and a people who
mean to be their own governors must arm themselves with
power knowledge giv~. A popular government without
popular information or the means of acquiring it, is but
a prologue to a farce or a tragedy or perhaps both.
Our Nation is imperiled now.
•
On December 13 last, the Republican Coordinating Committee, in
a statement unanimously agreed to by its membership, declared its
own conviction and position with respect to the conflict in Vietnam.
The first two sentences of that declaration were these:
Questions are being raised both at home and abroad as to
the devotion of the American peov.le to peace. One cause of
this confusion has been the inability of the Johnson Administration to establish a candid and consistently credible statement of our position in Vietnam.
The two words, "candid" and "credible" are those most meaningful
and most relevant to the point we make today: The Johnson-Humphrey Administration refuses even yet to be either candid or consisten!ly credible with respect to its policies and our position in Vietnam.
If, this, like Madison's, is a time of clear and present danger, it is
essential now, as it was then, that the people be fully informed as to
the problems and the perils confronting them and as to the effective
steps it is planned to take to solve those problems and protect them
from those perils.
All too consistently, the Johnson-Humphrey· Administration has
failed, whether by oversight or intent, to take the Congress and the
American people mto its proper confidence regarding Vietnam. Such
a failure is inexcusable. It could be tragic.
No American, in public office or in private life, wishes or seeks to
know the details of any plan or program that must, in the interest of
our national security, be kept in executive confidence, but every
American does have the right to know where we are going in Vietnam
and how far and to what clear purpose. Such information as has
been given us by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration has been
infrequent and incomplete.
For this reason, therefore, I urge again that the President convene
immediately a bipartisan leadership conference for a discussion and
examination of American policy in Vietnam. I urge this in order
that the American people through their elected representatives in the
Congress might better understand the shape of things to come.
Armed by such understanding, they will be better able to provide
that unqualified support so necessary to the winning of a swift, secure,
and honorable peace.
Unless, by such means, the peo.Ple are respected in their right to
know we cannot help but ask this (.luestion of the Week-and, indeed,
of every week:
Mr. President, what can we believe?
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INFLATION

February 24-, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The American people are in~olve~ in 0; three-front war-in Yietnam,
against _poverty, and now agamst mflat10n. <;tovernment dtr~ctly or
indirectly controls the money supply. Inflat10n has swept m UP;On
us because of {>Olicies this Administration has adopte.d. Every maJor
modern inflat10n has been aggravated by excessive Government
spending. And that has been the deliberate policy of the Democratic
administrations for .the past 5 years: .
. .
.
This Administration has told us It IS promotmg inflatwn as a ~tep
toward fuller employment. What they have not told the Amencan
people is the extent and cruelty of the burden they have place~ on the
very poor through this policy of printing money at a ra~ tWice that
of our population growth.
. .
.
The Johnson Administration, now concerned With mflat10n, prepares
to meet it by higher taxes rather than through a prudenp budget.
This year's budget is $31 billion higher than the last Eisenhower
budget and Democrats have added $32 billion to the public debp in
5 years. As most American workers know payroll tax mcreases smce
January 1 have already more than wiped out those tax cuts ?f. a. year
ago. And there's more to come, more even ~h!l'n th~ $4:8 billi?n t~x
increases now before Congress. The AdmmistratlOn IS talkmg m
terms of another 5 percent income tax increase and an added 2 percent
corporate tax later this year. These incre~ses are over and. above
the cruel tax of inflation which is already wagmg war on those With the
lowest incomes.
Higher personal income taxes hit hardest those who can least afford
them-the young people who are starting a family, building a home
and building a future, those in our society on fixed incomes and those
who have the least.
.
.
There are alternatives. One is to trim the budget which, the ~resi
dent refuses to do except in areas where he knows the c'!ts will be
restored. Another is tighter credit-but when that was tned Democrats wailed in anguish.
. . .
This Administration has made its choice: It plans to diSCipline the
American people rather than discipline itself.
February 24-, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
Economists talk of inflation in terms of a sharp rise in the amount
of money or credit, or both, relative to gooqs.available for purchase.
The American housewife has a sharper defimt10n: You pay more for
·
M
less.
.
Bacon was $1.15 a pound at a chainstore herem Wa~hington . onday morning . .Eggs were 71 cents a dozen. An Amencan favonte-pork chops-were $1.35 a pound. Mothers used to be able to save
their budgets with hamburger: ;But that's climbed to. 59 cents !1- pound.
And very, very little of this mcrease has found Its way mto the
farmers' pocket.
.
Food prices have climbed 3.7 percent in ~ ye.ar. And thiS a~~ounps
for a major part in the overall 2 percent nse m the cost of livmg m
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the :past 12 months. Republicans on the Joint Economic Committee
say It is inevitable that prices will rise by another 2 to 3 percent in
1966. That's a rise of 5 percent in 2 years. This amounts to a 5percent sales tax on everything you buy. And you'll pay it because
of the inflationary policies of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration.
The housewife's $10 in 1961 now buys only $9.14 at the grocery store.
Inflation steals from ever;ybody, but hurts most those 26 million
Americans who live on pensiOns or other fixed incomes. It will also
certainly do much to nullify whatever benefits might otherwise accrue
from programs now pursued in the antipoverty war.
President Johnson says this Administration has produced an "American economic miracle." Will the American people call it a miracle
after they pay their bills and then dig deep enough to pa~ the big
tax increase the Johnson-Humphrey Administration wants.
The National Commission on Food Marketing reports Americans
are eating less beef and far less pork now than they did a year ~o.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration set out to change America
and the American wav of life. The Administration seems to be
succeeding-and you won't like it.

This is the Administration whose leader in a speech in Des Moines,
Iowa, on June 30 said:
When these folks start talking to you about inflation, you
tall them that is something you only have to worry about in
Democratic administrations.
Seldom has such a public confession been heard!
This is the Johnson-Humphrey Administration whose leader urges
everyone else to economize-the housewife to select cheaper cuts of
meat, the workingman to hold to wage "guideposts," the businessman
to review his budget, the manufacturer to restrict his spending. Yet
this same leader refuses to ur~e his overwhelming Democratic majority
on Capitol Hill to economize m the only way that has any real meaning
for every American family.
Republicans in Congress and throughout the Nation have for many
months now not only seen clearly, but have identified accurately, both
the causes of and the cure for these costs of living that threaten all our
people. The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has, with its head
m the economic sand, been either unwilling or unable to admit these
harsh facts of domestic life in America today. We wonder why.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

July

~8,

1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
Higher prices-higher costs~higher interest rates.:..__higher wageshigher rents-higher taxas. Add them all together and they spell
inflation, no matter how you look at them from any point in the
economl,.
No t inking person-no hard-pressed taxpayer-can help but be
alarmed by the pace of this inflation which, for many months now, has
been taking the tax dollars from his pocket far more rapidly than he
can earn them.
Republicans in Congress and across the Nation are of course taking
issue with the Johnson-Humphrey Administration in its refusal to take
the necessary action to stop these skyrocketing costs of living. But
ours is a protest in which millions of Americans of all political faiths
and on all economic levels are now joining. The chart on display
here today illustrates the facts of inflation vividly. This chart reveals, in clear and simple terms, the rate of increase of consumer prices
from June of 1957 to this very month of July 1966.
The increase shown is alarmin_g. The rate of increase indicated is
frightening. The refusal of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration to
check nonessential Federal spending and to stem this inflation is
beyQ_nd all understanding.
When the Government's own Bureau of Labor Statistics records the
cold, harsh fact that the rate of increase in living costs during the past
6 months was the highest in the past 8 years, the issue is clear for all to
see: unless these jet-propelled living costs are checked, the results
could spell not just inflation but disaster for every American pocketbook.
If this gravest of economic problems could not be solved, we would
feel hopeless and helpless inde~. But it can b.e-and by a me~ns
immediately at hand: the reductiOn of nonessential Federal spending
by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration and its Democratdominated Congress.

Mr. President, why do you brag about inflation?
~8, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The President has been gambling with our economy and, despite
the warnings of friend and foe over many months, he has been losing
steadily. The stakes of the game have been, and are, the well-being
of the American people and the point of no concern has long since
been passed.
The Republicans in Congress, together with Republicans and millions of worried Americans across the Nation, have been pointing with
alarm for more than a year to what was so clearly happening to their
pocketbooks and to the Nation's economic welfare. The time of
reckoning so long foreseen has arrived:
The late H. G. Wells, in another connection, once remarked:
I am not prophesying now; I !am simply running along
beside the marching facts and pointing at them.
We have been prophesying also, month after month after month.
We have been running along beside the marching facts and pointing at
them, with increasing concern and alarm. But we have been doing far
more than this. Republicans have offered the solution to inflation
and have consistently worked to help achieve that solution by cutting
back all nonessential Federal expenditures.
We have, first and foremost, demanded that nonessential Federal
expenditures be drastically reduced. We have urged that immediate
action be taken to reduce foreign aid. At our insistence-and only
with our help-the prospect of a reduction in foreign aid of over $400
million in this coming year now exists.
We have urged, again and again, that any number of the nonessential, Great Society programs that have been proposed and are being
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pushed be delayed, if not curtailed, in order that the cost of living for
every American might be reduced. In this we have not yet been given
a meaningful hearing nor any cooperation by the Johnson-Humphrey
Administration.
If nonessential Federal expenditures are substantially reducedand the initiation of new programs slowed down or eliminated-as
they clearly can be without the slightest detriment to our peoples'
well-being-there would be no need for the wage and price controls
to which the President has referred. There would be no need for the
higher taxes to which he alludes. There would be no need for the
huge inflationary bud~et deficit which, as an alternative, he foresees.
The way out of this inflationary jungle is clear. The need for taking
it is imperative. Because these things are so, we cannot understand,
nor can millions upon millions of our people understand, why the
Johnson-Humphrey Administration has lost sight of the commonsense
forest in its obsessiOn with the Great Society trees.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

We repeat-and we shall continue to repeat it until action resultswe repeat that the solution to onrushing inflation is at hand-s.
solution instantly available to this Administration and its. topheavy
majority in this Democratic Congress. That solution: a drastic cut
in nonessential Federal spending. It is these billions of nonessential
Federal funds that are being poured into the economy that represent
the principal cause of inflation, the principal reason for today's high
·
living costs for every family.
The President has asked housewives to buy cheaper cuts of meat.
He has suggested that wage and price guideposts-which he himself
has torpedoed-be observed. He has requested Government agencies
to economize. He has supported none of these things with any vigor
at all. There has been no evidence that he means it.
On the contrary he points with peculiar pride to a wartime economy
that inevitably produces high employment.
With nearly 3,100,000 men in uniform not now employable in
civilian life-in the face of the known fact that at least 3 men are
needed in the labor force at home to provide for each man in uniformwe suggest that the President's boasting has a very hollow rillg.
We believe that the time has come for the President of the United
States to stop passing the buck with the responsibilities that are hishis responsibilities to labor, to management, to the consumer, to the
ts.xpayer, to all the American people. He can bring about a drastic
cut in nonessential Federal expenditures through his huge Democratic
majorities in the Congress, if he is willing to do so-if he has the
courage to do so.
·
Therefore, our Question of the Week:
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Mr. President, why do you brag about inflation?
(And, we might add, what are you going to do about it?)
September 1, 1966.

By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
Former President Truman had for several years on his desk a motto
which read: "The buck stops here!" In this Johnson Administration
that motto appears to have been changed to: "Slip, slide, and duck
the buck!"
As the recent airline strike continued, the President passed the
buck to the Congress.
As labor increases its demands, the President passes the buck in
silence.
As industry raises its prices, the President passes the buck to the
consumer.
As the cost of food continues to skyrocket in the market, the
President passes the buck to the housewife.
As interest rates reach alltime highs and home mortgage money
becomes almost impossible to obtain, the President passes the buck to
those millions of our people of modest means, both younger and older,
who have hoped for years to have a home of their own.
As too long a mistaken re1ia.nce on monetary policy alone fails in
the slightest to halt inflation, the President passes the buck to us all.
For it is the American people, each and all of us, who continue to
suffer increasingly from this buckpassing fever of the Johnson
Administration.
Inflation-a dollar declining in value-the cost of living in orbitcall it what you will, in simplest terms it means that the American
wage earner, the American taxpayer, is being cruelly misled and badly
hurt.
This Administration appears totally helpless, and, even worse,
hopeless, in its futile threshing about for solutions. When our people
are given no help-worse yet, when they are given no hope-it's
time for a drastic change.

'

Mr. President, When Will You Democrats Stop Passing the Buck?
September 1, 1966

By Senator Dirksen:
President Johnson tells us that what America needs is "a strong
dose of self-discipline." To which we can only reply: "Physieian,
heal thyself."
·
To ask self-discipline of labor, to ask self-discipline of management,
to ask self-discipline of Congress, to ask self-discipline of the consumer,
is pious and pointless-until the President asks it of his Administration and his heavy Democratic majorities in the Congress. We are,
·
in short, not impressed.
We are not impressed by timid surrender to labor unions. We are
not impressed by fearful deference to management. We are not
impressed by "guideposts" for wages and prices that are anything
but. We are not impressed by his requests for those reductions in
appropriations by Congress-such as school milk and school lunch
programs-that the President knows cannot be made. We are not
impressed by the intriguing fiction of Mr. McNamara's new math,
which claims a doubtful savings of billions. We are not impressed
by anything, in short, but a clear and courageous demonstration on
the part of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration that it has the
will and the courage to put the brakes on inflation-to stop the
skyrocketing cost of living-by the powerful means it has readily at
hand: the drastic, sweeping reduction of nonessential Federal spending.
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We have said before and we repeat, that Republicans in Congress
and across the country have for months ur_ged such reductions and
have shown clearly where they could be made.
When the Congress was given the Johnson-Humphrey budget for
1967, the Republican Leadership and the Republican membership of
the House and Senate Appropriations Committees identified, item by
item those programs where nonessential spending could be cut by
hundreds of millions of dollars-and this without depriving our fighting forces of a single thing they need!
The President and his Democratic majorities in Con__gress have
refused to make such saviiy~s, despite repeated and valiant Republican
efforts to achieve them. Even now, at this point in the appropriations
calendar, it is still possible to effect a savings-in nonessential spending-of hundreds of millions of dollars if the President and his congressional majorities really want to fight inflation.
These, let me emphasize, reP.resent savings in things that we can do
without-just as the housewife is asked to do without, just as the
wage earner is asked to do without, just as the would-be homeowner
is asked to do without-just as Amencan fighting men are being asked
to do without the privileges of peace in the frightful jungles of Asia.
We cannot have both guns and butter. We cannot fight a war in
Asia and win the war on mflation at home unless this Government of
ours, this Administration, is equally willing to do without and to stop
its. willful, reckless spending of the people's money on nonessential
thmgs.
I am in total and enthusiastic agreement with Jerry Ford that the
only effective means available to fight inflation, to stem the high cost
of living, is to cut nonessential Federal spending drastically and to do
it now. The President and his Democratic congressional majorities
·h ave the power so to serve this Nation. We cannot help but wonder
wh_y they have been unwilling to do so.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

In June of 1965 Representative Laird of Wisconsin predicted that
estimates of the cost of the war in Vietnam were low by at least $5
billion, only to be harshly rebuked by the Secretary of Defense.
Yet, in a matter of months, the Johnson-Humphrey Administration
requested of Congress nearly $13 billion in supplemental appropriations for continued conduct of the war.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has also been 100 per~nt
mistaken in its estimates of the inflationary forces now stampeding
across the country that take the earnings right out of the pocket of
the worker-and this despite the early and unanimous warnings not
only of dozens of economists outside Government but the equally
strong and unanimous warnings of members of the Joint Economic
Committee of the Congress.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration has proposed-and has
tried to impose---tlconomic guidelines for labor, for management, and
for the farmer. Democrats are even proposing controls on wages
and prices yet the Johnson-Humphrey Administration has made no
effort to place guidelines upon its own inflationary excesses.
The Johnson-Humphrey Administration is obsessed with symptoms
rather than causes.
The role of the opposition is one of both searching criticism and
constructive proposal of alternatives. I commend to you the 13
positive recommendations for effective action in bringing down the
cost of living presented earlier this week to the American people by the
Republican Coordinating Committee.

Mr. President, When Will You Democrats Stop Passing the Buck?
INFLATION-THE RISING CosTs OF LIVING

March 31, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
This debt-propelled Johnson-Humphrey Administration continues,
whether knowinf:lY or not, to mislead the American people on matters
of the most VItal importance to them. Whether this JohnsonHumv.hrey Administration is misinformed, misguided, or simply
mystified is hard to determine. It is, in any case, mistaken-and the
cost of its mistakes in human well-being and in dollars is rapidly
becoming far more than the American :people can-or will-pay.
The Johnson-Humphrey AdministratiOn was grossly mistaken in its
budgetary planning, both as regards the cost of the war in Vietnam
and expenditures here at home. Fifteen months ago, after proclaiming "an important first step toward a balanced budget" the Administration produced a deficit of over $3 billion. The fiscal 1966 deficit will
be at least twice that of the 1965 deficit.

REPUBLICAN COORDINATING COMMITTEE-THE RISING COSTS OF LIVING

The Republican Party makes the following recommendations:
1. That the Administration prepare and submit promptly to the
Congress a new budget for fiscal 1967 which reflects a valid surplus,
achieved by postponing or eliminating nondefense expenditures.
2. That the costs of Vietnam be financed within annual balanced
budgets by reduction or postponement of domestic programs, not by
tax increases.
3. That in times of high-level prosperity and employment, the
Administration provide a significant surplus m the Federal budget to
reduce inflationary pressures and help protect the dollar.
4. That the Administration pursue prudent fiscal and monetary
policies that will make it unnecessary to have the so-called "voluntary"
wage and price "guideposts," which are inconsistent with a free
market economy.
5. That the Administration lend support to monetary policies which
will hold increases in the supply of money to a pace consistent with
inflation-free economic growth.
6. That the Administration respect ·and defend the role of the
Federal Reserve System as an independent agency within Government.
7. That the Congress amend the Employment Act of 1946 to make
general price stability an explicit objective of Government policy,
along with maximum employment, production and purchasi~ power.
8. That the Congress remove the unrealistic interest ceiling on
Government bonds, to permit noninflationary management of the
national debt.
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~· .That, rather tha~ relying on inflationary monetary and fiscal
policies to reduce. r~Idu~l unemployment. in a high employment
ec~nomy,, t~e AdmmlS~ratwn place emphasiS on selective programs
of JOb trammg, counseling, and placement, as provided in the Republican-sponsored Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962,
and have the Bureau of the Census undertake a survey of job vacancies
and a census of the unemployed at intervals to provide a factual
basis for such activities.
10.. That the Administration give high priority to developing a
solutiOn to the balance-of-payments problem which will be lasting
and constructive for the rest of the world as well as for ourselves
(see, aThe Balance of Payments, The Gold Drain and Your Dollar "
a report of the Republican Coordinating Committee Aug. 30 1965).
11. That the Administration enhance the integrity' and valu~ of the
Federal budgeting process by:
(a) The annual dissemination of a 5-year budget projection
for all departments and agencies, to assist long-term consideration of the fiscal cons~uences of new programs.
(b) ;An annual reportmg, as part of the oudget, of the unfunded
commitments of the Government for future spending which
have to be met by the taxpayers.
.1~. That the Administrat!on consolidate and, where appropriate,
ehmmate as many as possible of the overlapping and duplicating
Gov~r~en~ programs and, where practical, take steps to turn their
admm1Strat10n over to States and local governmental bodies.
. 13..That the Congress creat~,, at regular intervals, an independent,
~IpartlSan, adequately staffed Hoover Commission"-type organizatiOn, composed of Members of the Congress and the public, to review
the budget, Government programs, and Government organization.

Who knows better how rapidly inflation is eating away the family
income day by day? Who knows better, who feels more painfully,
the rising costs of living as, week by week, those costs discourage every
American family in its hopes for the future?
Mr. Ackley, from his privileged economic sanctuary, sadly and
cruelly underestimates the knowledge and the power of America's
women and I hope that he and the Johnson-Humphrey Administration
and the Congress will hear from every American home and hearth on
this subject, by letter and by telegram, in the days ahead. I urge
every American homemaker to take pen in hand and tell us nowwhat you know-how you feel-about these terribly harsh, constantly
rising costs of living.
Meanwhile, back at the l'anch, the Johnson-Humphrey Adminis~ra
tion hesitates, vacillates, and procrastinates in taking necessary action
to stop these skyrocketing living costs. Again, Mr. Ackley, in reply
to a question as to what will happen if we get into an inflationary
period: 1tJt depends on how you define inflation. I wouldn't say we'd
had much inflation." Will America's homemakers agree? And the
President and his Secretary of the Treasury continue to wonder when
or whether to "apply the brakes." This, despite the report of the
Department of Commerce on the gross national product increase,
released Monday, April 18, and stating that more than one-third of
the increase in the dollar total represented higher prices and stating
further that athe accelerated price increase in the first quarter is
largely attributable to the steep rise in food prices."
There are two major fiscal brakes available-either a tax increase
or a drastic cut in needless spending-yet the Johnson-Humphrey
Administration, with constantly contradictory comments, will not
tell the American J?eople truthfully what it, proposes or plans.
This, therefore, 1s our Question of the Week:

April 21 I 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
The following quotations are excerpts from the Dallas Morning
News-that's the Dallas, Tex., Morning News of April15, ladies and
gentlemen:
Pr~ident Johnson's chief economic adviser revealed (in
Austm) Thursday that he doesn't place much stock in the
American housewife's judgment on inflation.
.Gardner .Ackley, speaking at the University of Texas
said he received numerous letters from homemakers blaming
him personally for high food prices.
nBut. housewiyes are notoriously poor judges of what's
happenmg to pnces except for food," he quipped during a
press conference.
And Ackley claims that, even on the supermarket level
the housewife is no expert.
'
"She notices when the price of a pork chop or a head of
lettuce goes up," he noted, ltbut she's not always aware
when the price comes down."
I just can't believe that any Administration or other Government
spokesman could so misjudge or so underrate the American housewife
and homemaker!

Mr. President, what are you doing about the rising costs of living?
April 21, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The Government of the United States is the biggest business in
the world. It is the biggest borrower, the biggest lender, the biggest
hoarder, the biggest spender, the biggest landlord, the biggest tenant,
the biggest employer, and the biggest provider in the history of
mankind. Inevitably the biggest business in the world has the biggest
budget in the world.
No one can claim, of course, that a family budget is or should be
comparable, but no one can deny that every family budget is just as
important to the wage earner and the homemaker who control it.
If a family's income is not adequate to meet its expenses, the family
has only two alternatives: to increase that income or to reduce those
expenditures, yet there seems to be no recognition of this whatever
in the Johnson-Humphrey Administration.
In a recent appearance before Agriculture Department employees,
the President said:
We in Government cannot afford the luxury of thinking
that nothing so needs reforming as other people's habits.
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As public servants we know-at least we ought to know-

that the habits most in need of reform are our own.
How very true.
What he actually said, or course, was: don't do as I do, do as I say,
for, quite obviouslyr while the Joh~son-Humphrey ~dmi~strati~n's
spending habits are m need of drastic reform the President 1s making
no evident effort whatever to reform them and he and his colleagues
continue to allude repeatedly to a possible tax increase while urging
all others, but not themselves, to reduce expenditures.
The President hasn't hesitated to ask business, to ask labor, to
ask the housewives of America to reduce their spending. Why hasn't
he asked the Congress to do the same? On the contrary, hardly a
morith goes by without a request from him for more and more and
more spending of the people's money for low priority, nondefense
.
. .
projects and programs.
I have said before, and I say agam, that the role of the oppos1t10n
must be one of both searching criticism and constructive proposal
of alternatives. There has now been published for release today the
full text of the Republican Coordinating Committee's report entitled
"The Rising Costs of Living-A Report on the Fiscal Policies of the
Federal Government," approved at the committee's last meeting
March 28. A summary of the report was released at that time, but
the text contains an extensive amount of detail in support of the
report's conclusions and recommendations. The report was based
on a study made by the Task. For~ on Federal.Fiscal and M;oneta!y
Policies of which former Budget Drrector MauriCe H. Stans 1s charrman.
I commend this report to your attention and study and I urge y~m
to invite your readers to write to the Members of Congress for copies
of it. The role of the opposition of which I speak must not be one
of "Me, too," nor yet one of "Not .me." . RatJ;ter, it .must "!>e one of
"Here's how." On the harsh question of mflatwn, With whtch every
homemaker and wage earner 1s living so painfully today, "Here's
how."
The alternatives, as has been said, are clear--either higher taxes
or a reduction in spending, yet we have no equally clear idea from this
administration as to which path we will be taking.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:
Mr. President, What Are You Doing About the Rising Costs of Living?
L.B.J.-PuBLIC CoNFIDENCE
October 13, 1966

By Senator Dirksen:
The President has referred to the Republican Party as the party of
fear, and, moreover, as having no cons~ructive programs to fight
inflation no programs to ease racial tenswn. He accused us of not
knowing' what to do about crime in the streets or how to end the war
in Vietnam.
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Is the President bewildered? Was he referring to his Administration? His statements actually spell out the most damning selfindictment in modern political history!
There is only one thing wrong with these Presidential statements
about the Republican Party. Like so much else voiced by this
Administration, they simply are not true.
We do not admit to being a party of fear. An honest reading of
history will prove the contrary. But we do admit as a people, to
being concerned about this Administration and the many unwise
courses it has chosen to take.
What lies ahead of us in Vietnam, under this Administration's
leadership, we cannot foresee. We are concerned about high and
rising livmg costs, in the face of which this Administration has been
helpless. We are concerned-indeed, we know-that we are losing
our money and our friends abroad. We are concerned-for it is a
fact-that the "war on poverty" is being lost, with the poor and the
underprivileged receiving little actual help and with millions of the
people's dollars being wasted. We are concerned-for we can provethat the farme rand consumer are, calculatingly, being played ruthlessly against one another. We are concerned-for the proof is undeniable-that an echo-chamber Democratic Congress, with its steamroller majorities, will continue, without thought or question, to carry
out the slightest whim and wish of this Administration. We are
concerned-for the signs are frightening-that we are being led down
the road to national bankruptcy. We are concerned that an all-Asian
Peace Conference-a practical first step toward peace in Vietnam-has
now been summarily rejected as a peace hope. We are concernedfor we are convinced-that the American people are not being told
the whole truth about their Government and this Administration's
plans for them.
Of the charge that the Ref,ublican Party has no constructive programs or policies we can on y assume that this Administration has
from its very first days been blind, deaf, and indifferent. To this
statement I attach a listing of the specific, positive, constructive
recommendations and programs which the Republican Leadership and
the Republican Party across the country have presented to the
Congress, the Administration, and the American people month after
month after month. I would remind the leader of the Democratic
Party that his Administration has chosen, to our people's detriment,
either to ignore or to reject these recommendations, the majority of
which would have gone far to correct abuses spawned by the Administration and. which would have prevented this onset of confusion
and concern.
When the President chooses to speak directly and candidly to the
American people, the Republican Leadership and the Republican
Party will be attentive and responsive but when the President chooses
to do otherwise, we are indeed apprehensive and concerned. We
hope-we pray-that in the weeks to come we will witness Administration, deeds calculated to inspire faith, n"ot fear, belief,· not doubt,
confidence, not concern, hope and not despair.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:
Mr. President: At Home and Abroad, What Now-What Next?
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REPUBLICAN PROPOSALS AND PROGRAMS

A chronology of constructive recommendations

June 1965 _______
August 1965 ______
September 1965 ___
December 1965 ____
December 1965 ____
December 1965 ____
Mar. 7, 1966 ______
March 1966 ______
March 1966 ______
March 1966 ______
March 1966 ______
June 1966 ________
June 1966 ________
June 1966 ________
June 1966 ________

U.S. foreign policy in Vietnam.
The balance of payments.
Equality in America-a promise unfulfilled.
Vietnam policy statement.
Toward a stronger Federal system.
Toward fair elections in America.
(Economic) Opportunity Crusade Act of 1966.
The case for revenue sharing.
Latin America-United States-progress or failure?
The human investment-job opportunities.
The rising costs of living.
The United Nations.
Effective water management.
The challenge of the modern metropolis.
Federal, State, and local responsibilities for problems of education.
Juri.e 1966 ________ Transportation in modern America.
June 1966 ________ Housing and urban development.
June 1966 ________ The alleviation of poverty.
June 1966 ________ Jobs and people-job opportunities.
June 1966 ________ The needs of the aging.
N OTE.-Each of the above was published by the Republican Coordinating Committee with the ex:<leption of the Economic Opportunity
Crusade Act of 1966, which originated with eight Republican members
of the House Education and Labor Committee.
MEDICARE

March 29, 1966
By the Republican Leadership of the Congress:
The Republican Leadership~today introduced medicare legislation
to ex:tend through August 31, 1966, the initial enrollinent period for
coverage under the program of supplementary medical insurance
benefits for the aged.
Senator Everett McKinley Dirksen and Representative Gerald R.
Ford announced the filing of identical bills for this purpose in the
Senate and House of Representatives in fulfillment of the Republican
Coordinating Committee pledge to do so.
The law presently reqmres registration for these benefits by March
31 but once it became clear that over 5 million older persons would be
unable to register by that date, the Republican Leadership took action
to prevent the denial of such benefits to these millions of citizens.
The supplemental benefits portion of the law was added to medicare
on the insistence of Republican Congressman John W. Byrnes of
Wisconsin. Republican congressional agreement and insistence upon
extension of the enrollment period is unanimous.
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WAR oN PovERTY

March 8, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The Johnson-Humphrey Adininistration by July firs~ will have
seent $2.3 billion on the antipoverty campaign and IS asking for $1.7
billion more. For these vast sums the American people and the poor
have gotten a very shabby product. This program is expensive in
terms of money and expenenced manpower. It has produced many
press releases and hi~h professional salaries but little assistance for
those who most need It.
The campaign has been marked by political favoritism and too often
has booome the tool of political ma.c~es. What. po~ble excus~. is
there for putting children of local politicians and high-mcome fa~es
into the Neighborhood Youth Corps designed to keep poor children
from dropping out of school?
The program has been marked by political infighting between local
Democratic politicians for control of community action program funds.
They want the money to build political machines, not to reclaim and
dignify human lives.
. . .
Mass creation of extravagant Job Corps centers, a lack of discipline
and purpose, have resulted in disillusionment, rioting, and vicious
gang rule. The Job Corps budget last year averaged $7,800 for each
enrollee for 1 year, almost twice the ~ost of sending ~ ~oy to coll~ge.
This, it would seem, could have proVIded a~ least nnm~al sc_reeml?-g
which would have helped turn these camps mto the "restdentml skill
centers" long advooated by Republicans.
Scandalous Inisuse of funds, involving fraud, has led to Justice
Department and Congressional inquiries in a number of areas.
These things need not be. Th~y would not b~ a part ?f a l?roperly
adininistered program. Those wtth the lowest mcomes m this country cannot benefit from chicanery, fraud, and political Inisuse of
funds.
The antipoverty campaign was launced with a flurry of publicity
by the Johnson-Humphrey Adininistration. It promised much, and
raised the hopes of many, but so far has produced little. The needy
must have hope and must be involved in developing their own future.
They need help in helping thelllSelves-now. ·
March 3, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
To win a war on poverty low-income families must have better
education, a chance at getting decent jobs and help in helping them.
selves. To accomplish these goals Republicans recommend:
1. Low-income families must become more directly and deeply mvolved if the campaign is to succeed. Their capable representatives
should be elected to serve along with representatives of local officials
and social welfare agencies on boards wtth clearly defined authority.
Only through such sound local administration and less intervention
from Washington can this program shed the political money grubbing
found in so many cities.
.
.
2. Operation Headstart, first suggested by Republicans m 1961,
has been moderately successful despite admmistrative bungling but
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that program now threatens to grind to a halt. It should be encouraged to reach its maximum potential.
3. Pro?uctiye j.obs in private enterprise are the real keys to success.
To proVIde <;lignified and permanent employment private industry
and ~abor umons must be given realistic incentives-such as the Re~u~h~n proposal for a Human Investment Act-to widen their partiCipatiOn.
4. Authority and respons~bility of the States must be strengthened
and th.ey must be bro~ght m as partners to .Prevent the antipoverty
campaign ~ro~ becommg more deeply mired m bureaucracy.
5: To ehmmate de fa~to racial segregation in many urban renewal
proJ~?ts adequate housmg must be provided for all dispossessed
famihes.
6. Waste, abuse of power, political influence and big city bossism
can be ~liminat~d by applying .the Hatch Act at all levels and through
preaudits and tighter account~~· A. thorough, honest investigation
of th~ Johnson-Humphrey Admm1stratwn's handling of the antipoverty
war. Is Ion~ ov~rdue. To con.d1!ct such an inquiry we are today intro?ucmg le15!slat10n to create a Jomt Senate-House bipartisan investigatmg committee.

justified in demanding an explanation of this disastrous program and
of how it is now proposed to spend still more of their hard-earned and
raJ>!dly vanishing income in this wasteful, reckless way.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:

June 2, 1966
By Senator Dirksen:
The. Republican membership of the House Education and Labor
!Jommittee. have don!' the Co~gress and the Nation a signal service
m the detailed and VIgorous rmnority report they have issued on the
so-c~ed war on poverty program of the Johnson-Humphrey AdministratiOn.
In. a speech in th~ ~enate on August 19, 1965, I identified the
~rratiC, costly, and rmsdirected course this program was then threatenmg ~o take. The ~epublican minority have now confirmed in every
detail the most ormnous of my predictions where the genuine welfare
of the poor fl:nd tp.e <J:eadful cost~ to the American taxpayer were concerned. This rmnonty report Will be printed and available within a
day or so and I not o~y co~end it to your attention but strongly
urge your careful readmg of It. I urge, moreover that you in turn
urge your readers and listeners to write their resp~ctive Members of
the Congress for copies of it. I have seen nothing in a good number
of years that will so alert and alarm our people as to the reckless
course the Johnson-Humphrey Administration has now clearly laid
out before us.
·
Constructively and positively, I therefore urge1. T~at the ~res~dent institute immediately a thorough review and
reappraisal of this disastrous poverty program under the Congressional
resolutions ~o this end that have already been filed by me and by
Representative F~rd and. that at the same time he examine objectively
and honestly the mcreasmgly harsh impact of the high cost of living
upon the American people.
2. The adoption by the Congress and the Administration of the
strong clear recommendations of the Opportunity Crusade contained
in this superb minority report.
When the Representatives of the American people in Congress are
asked to appropriate another $1% billion for a poverty program that
has already wastefully consumed $2~ billions, the people are fully

Mr. President, Why Is the War on Poverty Being Lost?

June 2, 1966
By Representative Gerald R. Ford:
At the very outset, let me join with Senator Dirksen in urging your
readers and your listeners to ask their respective Members of Congress
for copies of this historic minority report on the poverty program as
soon as the Democrat-controlled committee makes it available. Our
people not only have the right to know the harsh facts of that program
but, as they now struggle at every income level to make both ends
meet, they must be told how frightfully, how disastrously their dollars
are ~eing spent in this incredibly mismanaged, almost totally unproductive program of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration.
A very prominent Democrat has used the phrase "the arrogance of
power" with respect to his own Administration's foreign policy.
That phrase "arrogance of power" far more aptly describes this
poverty program: in the day-to-day administration of that program in
countless communities across the country, in the highhanded, steamrollering of poverty legislation in the House Education and Labor
Committee and in the repeated defiance hurled at many of the
Governors of our States and mayors of our cities by poverty office
·
bureaucrats.
We Republicans in opposition contend that, in this as on almost
every domestic front, the Johnson-Humphrey Administration has re~
ularly substituted promises for performance. When such a policy IS
applied to the poor it becomes not only harsh, not only cruel but
intolerable and unforgivable.
'
. Let ~t be cle~r, however, that this is by no means a partisan politICal pomt of VIew. Repeated statements on the subject by prominent and dedicated Democrats in the Congress have included such
p~verty program charges an.d p~rases as '.'disastrous," "Programs now
mired m the swamp of mediocnty," "a not and a runaway of ineffective programs," "The rural areas * * * have * * * been lost in the
sh11;flle," "an awful mess," "grandiose sociological studies and antisoCial protest movements." These are the words of Democratic
spokesmen for their constituents and to their reactions can be added
the detailed article in the May issue of U.S. News & World Report
on "The Mess in the Poverty War," a significant poll taken in one
of our most populous States, and endless other evidence from public
officials and private leaders of all political faiths.
As Senator Dirksen has indicated, we will not be critical only. The
Republican minority on the committee has proposed an "Opportunity Crusade"-11 sound and specific recomwendations for a total
overhaul of the poverty program. They deserve not only a 'hearing
by the Congress and the country-they deserve to be heeded
'
immediately, by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration.
Therefore, our Question of the Week:
Mr. President, Why Is the War on Poverty Being Lost?
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WAGE AND PrucE CoNTRoLs
September ~8, 1966
By the Republican Leadership of the Congress:
Speculation increases daily in both Government and public circles
that the Johnson-Humphrey Administration is making definite preparations for the imposition of wage and price controls in the near
future.
Administration officials are reported as seeing "no way to avoid
wage and price controls" in the months ahead. This Administration
appears unwilling or unable to stem the high and rising costs of living
by the clear and certain means available to it--a drastic cut in nonessential Federal spending. As a result, nationwide alarm at this
prospect of wage and price controls is increasing daily.
These questions, therefore, appear to be fair and proper:
1. Mr. President, are you now making preparations for wage and
price controls?
~
2. Mr. President, despite your earlier reported hesitancy about
imposing widespread wage and price controls, are you planning to
impose them piecemeal?
3. Mr. President_, is it true that a special wage-policy review board
is already contemplated?
4. Mr. President, if wage and price controls are imposed, will they
be imposed "across the board" or will exceptions and exemptions be
specified?
5. Mr. President, do you really believe that wa~e and price controls
represent the primary brake on inflation now available?
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